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NUCLEAR EXPLOSION SEISMOLOGY: Verification,
Source Theory, Wave Propagation and Politics

BRIAN W. STUMP

Department of Geological Sciences, Southern Methodist University

Introduction Issues of attenuation at teleseismic distances and thus bias in
yield estimation remain of interest although the JVEs provided
an independent assessment of these effects at Shagan River.

Nuclear explosion seismology, as a result of the international The physical description of transverse motions from explosions
consequences of nuclear testing, has a strong political compo- continues to be explored in terms of tectonic strain release al-
nenL The time period 1987-1990 was marked by increased po- though new results characterizing wave propagation in
litical interest in this subject as well as rapid scientific develop- anisntropic materials offer an alternate explanation for these
ments. Joint Verification Experiments (JVE's) between the observations.
Soviet Union and the United States provided new opportunities
for joint testing of seismic instrumentation and capabilities. A PoliticaUScientific Developments
new set of protocols were exchanged between the U.S. and the
Soviet Union concerning the enforcement of the 1974 Thresh. The political aspects of nuclear seismology are no better por-
old Test Ban Treaty (TTBT) and 1976 Peaceful Nuclear Ex. trayed than in the Reagan Administrations claim that the Soviet
piosion Treaty (PNET). Thes and other political/scientific de- Union had likely violations" of the Threshold Test Ban Treaty
velopments are discussed in the first main section of this review. (Arms Control Today, July/August 19901. In an attempt to ad-

dress questions associated with seismic measurements from
Research has continued on verification issues including detec- underground nuclear tests, the Office of Technology Assess-

ton, location, discriminaton and yield determination. These is- ment (OTA) in 1988 published SEISMIC VERIFICATION of
sues are addressed in the second section. Much emphasis was Nuclear Testing Treaties. This document culminated a na-
placed on the utilization of arrays in detection and location tional review of seismic capabilities by government, private, and
problems. Yield determination research has focused upon the academic geophysicists, seismologists, geologists, statisticians,
LI phase as a stable indicator of yield as wed as ways to com- and physicists. The report identified the tasks in monitoring
bine multiple yield estimates from a single explosion. underground nuclear explosions including detection, identifica.

tUon, evasion, and yield determlination.
Explosion source theory is the third area of research that is

reported. Work has been divided primarily between teleseismic It discussed Soviet compliance and the ability to verify the
and regional studies although a small amount of research has TTBT and PNET. The report concluded that aU yield esti-
continued with close-in data extending into the hydrodynamic mates of U.S. and Soviet tests are within the 90 percent confl-
regime. A number of researcher- have begun to quantify the dence level for yields of 150 ki or less. A number of authors in
secondary source process, spall (.ensile failure of n.ar surface the past four years have looked closely at the yield estimation
layers above the explosion) as to its contribution to regional question and come to similar conclusions (Everndun and
seismograms. As identified in the Office of Technology As- Marsh, 1987; Sykes and Davis, 1987]. The report recom-
sesiment (OTA) Report on Seismic Verification (1988), dis- mended a phased approach to further treaties restricting or
crimination difficulties may develop for low-yield test ban eliminating the testing of nuclear weapons. It was concluded
treaties with large chemical explosions detonated for mining that a threshold between 5 and t0 kt could be reliably moni-
purposes. Following the work in the early 60's in this area, a tored setsmically with lower levels possible. Restricted testing
number of researchers have rewurned to study the source signa- practices that limit detonations to below the water table, avoid
tures from chemical explosions at regional distances. decoupling scenarios, and provide special handling for large

chemical expiosions would make even lower threshold limits
Wave propagation problems continue to play a dominant role possible with existing seismic instrumentation. As noted by

in many of the explosion studies. This subject comprises the Richards (1990) not all government officials agreed with the
fourth section, Regional waveforms have been studied with re- conclusions of the OTA Report. Robert Barker a spokesman
newed intensity in response to the increased political interest in for the Department of Defense stated *(the OTA Report) has
treaty verification. The development of a physical understand- homcgenized fact with fiction.- Richards and Lindh (1987)
ing of the propagation of the various regional phases, including have argued for the low-yield threshold test ban treaty while
Pa, Pg, mant'e P, Sn, LS, and R1, has been the focus of many Hamm (1987) has presented arguments agairst such a testing
papers- change. A further debate of testing issues can be found in the

discussions of Miller et aL (1987) and Feivesion et al. (1987).

Coryiight 1991 by the A•.mi GeoyCiOca. Umio., As noted in the OTA Report, the Federal Government has

continued to request independent estimates of yields to asses
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Srtrp. NucLEAR EXPLOSION SEISMOLOGY

seismic method suggested to fit this verification requirement. location. For explosions that are planned to exceed 50 kilotons,
"This hydrodynamic methodology requires on-site measure- CORRTEX measurements are possible. In addition, in-coun-
ments and deduces the yield of the explosion from the velocity try seismic measurements are allowed for these larger expto-
of the shock wave and the properties of the surrounding media. sions.
In a recent interview [Arms Control Today, July/August 1990]
Ambalsdor C. Paul Robinson claims that the U. S. experience Under the United Nations sponsored Conference on Disar.
with CORRTEX gives an error in yield of 12% which in a new mament (CD), the Group of Scientific Experts (GSE) has ut-
geological environment may become as large as 30%. Lamb dermken a series of experiments to investigate the exchange
(1988) suggests that under certain circumstances that these er- and interpretation of seismograms on an international scale
rots may be larger. Robinson attributes the seismic yield error [Lamb, 1988 and Tirnan, 1988]. These experiments are de.
fahtors to be in the range of 1.7 to 1.75. He goes onto remark signed to investigate, develop and deploy tools necessary for
that prior to the I June 1990 testing protocols exchanged be- electronic data transfer and management and provide experi-
tween the Soviet Union and the United States that the U. S. ence that might be necessary in an international effort to moni-
could not be certain if the Soviets had tested over 400 to 500 tor underground nuclear testing. DARPA has taken the US
kilotons. These statements about seismic and CORRTEX lead in this effort with the establishment of an Experimental In-
yield estimates were criticized by Richards and Lamb in Arms ternational Data Center in Washington, DC. Seismic stations
Control Today, Septembcr 1990. that will be participating in the program are Blacksburg, VA;

Lajitas, TX; North Pole, AK; Pinon Flat Observatory, CA;
A set of Joint Verification Experiments with U. S. and Soviet Pinedale, WY; and Berkeley, CA.

cooperation were conducted in 1988 [Robinson, 1989]. Hy-
drodynamic measurements were made by both countries at the Verification
Nevada Test Site (NTS) [Anderson and Manning, 19881 and
the Soviet test site (Manning and Anderson, 1988] at Shagan The initial task of signal detection in any verification process
River in Eastern Kazakhstan. Seismic measurements of these was well reviewed in the OTA report. Quantification of back-
explosions in both the U.S. and the Soviet Union [Priestley et ground noise in Eastern Kazakhstan [Berger et aL, 1988] and
aL, 1990] indicate that hydrodynamic yields determined from the United States [Rodgers et al., 1987] continue in an effort to
these explosions are in good agreement with seismic yield esti- improve the detection capabilities of new systems. Given
mates [Sykes and Ekstrom, 1989]. (1990) reports on noise levels at the four IRIS installations in

the Soviet Union. Renewed interest in high frequency signal
Seismic experiments involving the Soviet Union and the propagation has resulted in broadband noise charmcterization

United States have included installation of seismic stations and consideration of instruments buried e: ireat depths
within the borders of both nations [Science, 25 August 1989]. [Barstow et al, 1990]. As noted by Semno (1990) detection
This instrumentation program began in 1987 as a cooperative capabilities are dependent on signal attrnuation as well as noise
enterprise between the Natural Resources Defense Council levels. Detection capabilities of existing networks were con-
(NRDC) and the Soviet Union [von Hippel 1989]. It has since ciuded to be adequate for well coupled explosions with yields of
expanded to include the Incorporated Research Institutions for a few kilotons or less in USSR[OTA Report]. Small aperture
Seismology (IRIS) and the Federal government (Science, 25 regional arrays have also been investigated as to their detection
August 1989]. The IRIS sponsored instrumentation has been capabilities as exemplified by the study at NORESS [Sereno
entitled the Eurasian Seismic Studies Program (ESSP). The and Bratt, 1989]. Problems with detection of decoupled explo-
program is designed to provide data for oonstraining the seis. sions [OTA Report; Glenn and Rial, 1987] which would re-
mic properties of the crust and continental lithosphere, seismic quire more extensive in-country networks for monitoring to the
propagation characteristics, noise properties, and differences in lowest yield levels were identified.
seismic sources. Six broadband Global Seismic Network
(GSN) stations have been installed with a target of twenty sta- The second task in any verification operation is event loca-
tions. Two regional neworks are planned for Caucasus and tion. Work in this area has extended to the utilization o single
Kirghizia with an additional small aperture (2 kin) array at station three-component data for both event detection and
Klirghizia URIS Proposal, 1991-1995]. The coming years will location (Magotra e: aL, 1987]. Similar analysis was conducted
see much activity in the study of crust and upper mantle struc- using a sparse array of single three-component stations in East.
ture (Priestley et al, 1988], seismic noise (Berger et at, 1988], ern Kazakhstan (Thurber et al, 19891. These studies indicate
seismicity [Thurber et al., 1989] and regional wave propagation the strength of polarization analysis [Nakanishi and Jarpe,
in the Soviet Union. 1988] along with multiple phase ident'fication in conducting

earthquake and explosion locations. Increased reliance on
A set of protocols was signed at the summit meeting between small arrays in verification has resulted in the investigation of

the Soviet Union and the United States on June 1, 1990. These arrays as location tools. Bratt and Bache (1988) discuss back-
led to consent by the Senate of the TITBT (1974) and PNET azimuth and arrival time determination using the NORESS
(1976) in October of 1990. The Treaties came into force on and FINESS arrays. Bame et at. (1990) report on azimuth es-
December 11, 1990. The protocols establish on-site inspections timation using the NORESS regional array. Harris (1990) and
of tests as well as the use of in-country seismic stations fa Suteau-Henson (1990) compare direction estimation from high
monitoring certain underground tests [Chemical and Engi- frequency arrays and three-component stations and find that
aeering News, October 8, 1990]. These protocols were dis- the single station estimates are more susceptible to errors in-
cussed with Ambassador C. Paul Robinson in an interview in troduced by low signal to noise ratio& Recent work has been
Arms Control Today (July/August 1990). The responsibility reported that attempts to take explicit consideration of the two.
for seismic in-country monitoring went to the On-Site Inspec, and three-dimensional nature of the earth in producing loca.
tion Agency. For explosions with anticipated yields above 35 tions [Tralli and Johnson, 1987; Nelson and Vidale, 19901.
kilotons the U. S. has the right for on-site inspection of the test
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STUMP- NUCLEAR ExPLOSION SEISMOLOGY

Discrimination studies during the past four years have to- of authors have made maximum likelihood magnitude esti-
cased primarily on events from the Western U. S. and the So- rmaies [McLaughlin, 1988]. Scatter in mb measurements, re-
viet Union. Utilizing the four broadband stations operated suiting from either near-source or .r-recerver structure,
around NTS by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory have been analyzed and modeled [McLaughlin and Jih, 19881.
(LLNL), Taylor et al. (1988) investigated low (1-2 Hz) and Specific attention has been applied to understanding the varia-
high (6-8 Hz) frequency contributions to Pn, Pg, and L% as pos- tion of magnitudes for explosions detonated in Yucca Flats at
sible earthquakelexplosion discriminants. The earthquakes NTS where the systematic variations in magnitude can be
were found to be richer in high frequencies than the explosions linked to the basin structure [Ferguson, 1988; McLaughlin et
although overburied explosions wci e enriched in high frequen- aL, 1987]. These studies indicate a growing modeling capabiliy
cies and often miscLassified. The authors note that it is difficult for two- and three-dimensional wave propagation and an appli-
to separate the effects of a depth dependent 0 model resulting cation of these tooLs to yield determination questions. Work
in stronger attenuation in the shallower explosions from a true continues in other areas of yield determination as exemplified
difference bitween explosion and earthquake sources. Chael by the utilization of hydrophone records to make yieid esti.
(1988) also reports enriched high frequencies from Western mates (McCreery, 1987].
U.S. earthquakes compared to explosions above 10 Hz, in con-
tradiction to the claims of Evernden et al. (1986). Denny et al. Source Theory
(1987) investigated the Ms/mb discrminant in the Western U.
S. and found its success was dependent on the equation used Although not strictly a seismic wave propagation problem,
for determining magnitude. A comprehensive discrimination one of the biggest source measurement developments in the
study, again with data from the LLNL array, wzs reported by past four years has been the utilization of time of arrival inca-
Taylor et aL (1989). All discriminants suggested by Pomeroy et surements in the hydrodynamic region around explosions to de-
aL (1982) were tested in a systematic away against a data set termine yield [OTA Reportn. CORRTEX measurements
consisting of 233 NTS explosions and 130 Western U.S. earth- played an important role during the JVEs in 1988. King et aL,
quakes. The explosions were recorded at ranges of 200-400 km 1989 report on a detailed equation of state analysis that de-
while the earthquakes were observed at ranges of 175-1300 kmn. scribes the coupling of energy in the hydrodynamic region. The
Multi-station discrimination led to misclassification of up to 2% study focuses upon the claim that enhanced coupling can result
of the explosions and 4% of the earthquakes, with most prob- from small cavities, 1-3.5 mat1/3. Their numerical results sug-
lems occurring for events below mb 4.0. Suteau.Henson and gest that there is no enhanced coupling predicted when radia-
Bache (1988) report on a discrimination study using Pa and LZ tion transport of energy is included in the calculations. These
recorded at NORESS. They find that spectral ratios can some- types of studies can be aeen as an initial step in accounting for
times separate explosions from earthquakes but that in general energy transport from explosions. Such data, linked to inter-
the spectral ratios vary as much within a lass of events as they mediate stress observations, offer opportunity to study devel-
do between classes. Baumgardt and Young (1990) report on a opment of the seismic source function from nuclear explosions.
discrimination study using the NORESS array and small Denny and Goodman (1990) report a re-analysis of the Salmon
sources ( magnitude 2-3) in the 300-500 km distance range. In and Sterling data. They argue that the intermediate stress
contrast to studies in the Western United States they find the regime data show a two-wave system that yields a f3 high fre-
best discriminants to consist of ratios between compressional quency reduced velocity potential decay. They also find the
and shear energy (PonS0 ). At the lowest yields (1 kt), the dis- Salmon-Sterling decoupling value to be 72.
crimination of nuclear explosions from quarry explosions may
become a problem. A number of researchers have begun to In attempts to further utilize teleseismic measurements,
study these sources (see source theory discussion). Baumgardt Murphy et aL (1989) and Murphy (1989) have focused upon
and Ziegler (1988), Smith (1989) and Hediin et aL (1989, network averaged teleseismic spectra for recovery of source in-
1990) have suggested that spectral scalloping may be a useful formation, such as yield and burial depth. They suggest that
discriminant for ripple-fired quarry explosions, the network averaging p.-acess, which includes frequency de-

pendent station corrections, reduces the variances of spectra
Yield determination has been one of the most active areas of and emphasizes source properties. The above analysis has al.

research in the past four years, with focus on application to re- towed the determination of scaling relations and source depth
gional observations in both the U. S. and the U.S.S.R. This effects. Der et al. (1987) eport a multi-channel decomvolution
emphasis is a natural result of the newly deployed stations and technique which factors teleseismic spectra into source and re-
data that have been exchanged between the two countries. In ceiver effects, again attempting to separate these contributions
the case of regional observations, primary focus has been to isolate the source. At regional arrays Der et aL (1990) sug-
placed upon the utilization of L, amplitudes as a stable mea- gest the application of coherent processing techniques to iden-
sure of explosion yield. Nuttli pioneered the L, yield work and tify interevent differences separate from intersite effects. Wal-
reported on yield estimates for explosions in E. Kazakhstan ter et aL (1988) investigated regional P waves at frequencies as
[NuttlI, 19871 and Novaya Zemlya [Nuttli 1988]. The LS high as 30 Hz to identify explosion and earthquake source dif-
method of yield estimation has been scrutinized by a number of ferences. They report an increase in spectral amplitude with
other researchers. Patton (1988) reported on a comprehensive moment from earthquakes that is consistent with an C2 source
study of U. S. explosions from the NTS recorded at the LLNL modeL The explosion data they investigated showed greater
broadband array around the test site. He also notes small scat- scatter than earthquake data but indicated a spectral decay that
ter in these L• yield estimates. Hansen et aL (1990) report on was in excess of '. As noted by Chael (1988), this effect could
the stability of log RMS L to 0.03 units for IRIS, CDSN, and be a result ot either source or attenuation processes.
NORSAR data from Shagan River explosions. Refinement of
yield estimates using mb measurements has included the as- Inversion techniques designed to characterize the explosion
sessment of data sensoring, clipping and noise contamination source in terms of moment tensors continue to be investigated
[McLaughlin et al., 1989; Jih and Shuniway, 19891. A number with emphasis on isolating isotropic and deviatoric components.
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STUMP: NUCLEAR EXPLOSION SEISMOLOGY

Patton (1988b) desribes an inversion of regional fundamental Wave Propagation and Structure
and higher mode surface waves to determine the moment ten-
sm. He finds that a spell correction is necessary. Johnson Waves from underground exolosions are observed at near-
(1988) reported on second order moment tensor inversions of source, regional, and teleseismic distances. Regional and tele-
near-source data (111 km) from two Pahute Mesa nuclear ex- seismic observations have application to verification issues
plosions. The source was dominated by the isotropic moment while near-source observations provide the opportunity to re-
tensor although a secondary, long-9criod contribution (02-0.4 solve questions about explosion source characterization and
Hz) was identified in the vertical dipole. This secondary source possibly unique separation of propagation and source contribu-
might be attributed to near surface spallation. Stump (1987) tions. We review wave propagation studies that have devel-
found a similar secondary source contribution in the vertical oped for all three observation ranges from explosions. The re-
dipole of the moment tensor when inverting data from chemi- gional and, to a lesser extent, the teleseismic observations have
cal explosions. In this case, acceleration measurements within received the most attention ay the research community. These
the spell zone were able to corroborate the spoll interpretation, studies are motivated by a desire to produce physical models
In an attempt to investigate the robustness of isotropic source t.at describe the generation and propagation of seismic energy
estimates, Vasco and Johnson (1989) conducted an investiga- from the explosion to the receiver. Such a physical basis must
tion of extremal solutions. Their results indicate that an be devcloped for waves that are useu in verification tasks of
isotropic contribution of 10% or more is necessary for unique discrimination and yield determination.
identification in data with 10% random noise or 2% lateral het-
erogeneity. In a search for other basis functions for the seismic The scarcity of near-source research reflects the fact that such
source representation, Vasco has suggested decomposing the observations have not been seen to play a verification role and
source into orthogonal source time functions (1989). He further, that most such data is recorded and analyzed by per-
[Vasco, 19901 also suggests an orthogonal decomposition of the sons responsible for underground testing. Murphy and Shah
moment density tensor which might be applicable to sources (1988) studied near-field Rayleigh waves generated by atmo-
with finite dimensions. spheric explosions. They found that these waves were strongly

affected by the shallow shear wave structure near the explosion.
As noted in the verification discussion, one future discrimina- Leonard and Johnson (1987), in an attempt to refine the ve-

tion task under a Reduced Threshold Test Ban Treaty is the locity structure at Pahute Mesa, conducted one-dimensional
discrimination of waveforms generated by large chemical explo- travel time inversions for P and S structure utilizing near-
sions and small nuclear explosions. This motivation and the source observations. Their philosophy was to begin the devel-
more basic desire to use chemical explosions as small scale opment of simple one-dimensional models that could be re-
analogs of nuclear explosions has led to a moderate amount of vised as two- and three-dimensional structural information be-
work in characterizing chemical explosions as sources of seismic comes available. The effect of random structure in the near-
waves. Stump and Reinke (1987) discuss the design and im- source region and quantification of scattering effects was dis-
plemcntation of relatively low-cost contained che nical explo- cussed by Stump and Reinke (1988). They argue that to quan-
sions for source studies. They [Stump and Reinke, 1988] go on tify source models with near-source data it is necessary first to
to use multiple chemical explosions to experimentally test linear separate storhastic and deterministic wave propagation effects.
superposition. Baumgardt and Ziegler (1988) report on re-
gional observations from ripple-fired quarry explosions that Regional wave propagation studies have resulted from: (1)
suggest that spectral scalloping can be used as a discriminant the desire to monitor explosions of all sizes throughout the
[Smith, 1989] for such blasts. Hedlin et aL (1989) report that world; (2) the development of regional arrays which are pro-
seismograms from suspected quarry explosions have energy or- viding abundant regional data [Sereno et aL, 1987]; (3) the ap-
ganized in discrete, time-independent frequency bands while a parent stability of the I phase as a measure of yield (Patton,
single explosion calibration event shows no such modulation. 1988; Hansen et al., 1990]; and (4) the recent establishment of

new regional stations in the Soviet Union (Priestley et aL, 1990].
Tectonic release is another secondary source accompanying The primary regional phases that have been studied include P9,

explosions which may contaminate observations [Cohee and Pn, Sn, L., and Rg. Characterization of regional propagation
Lay, 19881. The phase reversal of some Rayleigh waves gener- effects in the Western U.S. is one area where there has been
ated by underground explosions from E. Kazakhstan has been much work since NTS provides an abundant set of artificial
used as evidence for tectonic release. Day et al. (1987) repli- sources (Hough et al., 1989].
cate these observed phase reversals coupled with time delays on
the order of a few seconds. Their two-dimensional models in- Chael (1988) reports on Pg observations at Nelson, NV of
dude tectonic prestress which is released during the explosion NTS explosions and nearby earthquakes. As mentioned in the
process. Pre-stress greater than 100 bars was required to gen- discrimination discussion, he uses these observations to illus.
erate synthetics that matched observations. trate that the earthquakes have more energy above 10 Hz than

explosions. Walter et al. (1988) also report on regional P wave
The secondary source process known as spall, which results observations from NTS. Sereno and Given (1990) descm~je

from the tensile failure of near surface materials above the ex- numerical models intended to replicate Pn attenuation in the
plosion, has continued to be investigated as a source of inter- crust and uppermost mantle to frequencies as high as 15 Hz.
mediate frequency (0.1-5 Hz) regional waves. Taylor and Ran- They find that a frequency independent Pa spreading is a bad
dali's (1989) modeling of waveforms suggest that the spall assumption for data reduction. Sereno et al. (1988) have used
source may have important regional contributions. Patton Pn and L. observations at NORESS to invert for both attenua-
(1990), in an attempt to put better constraints on the size of tion and source moment. Their approach altows for a quantifi-
the secondary spall source, has begun the investigation of data cation of regional wave propagation effects. Vogftord and
from within the spall zone using it to develop scaling relations Langston (1990) use f-k analysis of regional seismograms (50-
for spall mass and momentum. 300 km) recorded at NORESS to identify coherent ph-
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Composite seismograrns are then constructed by piecing to- This work has developed out of an emphas on anisotropic ef-
gether stacked records at the phase velocities for which coher- fects in the seismic expioratio, industry. A senes of papers by
cnt energy is idcntified. Wave propagation in the oceanic litho- Ben-Menahem (1990) and Ben-Menaheem and Sena (1990) re.
sphere was investigated by Sereno and Orcutt (1987) with focus pirt Green's functions for annotropic media with special con.
oa Pa and Sn phases. They find that the coda associated with s.dcration of SH waves. Other studies of explosions in
these ocean phases can be explained in terms of a leaky organ- amsotropic media have been reported by Mandal and Toksoz
pipe mode in the sediment layer/oceanic water column. (1990). They.indicate that, with a moderate amount of

anisotropy around the explosion, SH waves might be gener-
One of the most interesting but ast understood regional ated.

phases is Lt. The pnmary motivation for a physical under-
standing of the phase comes from its utilization as an estimator Future Issues
of yield (Nuttl, 1987 and 1988; Patton, 19881. Work continues
in an attempt to quantify this phase (Frankel et al., 1990] and, The progress in a field over a time period such as the last four
in particular, understand its attenuation characteristics years is motivated by important issues that are confronting a
[Mitchell and Hwang, 1987; Mie and Mitchell, 1990]. A major particular area. In an attempt to provide a glimpse into the fu-
outstanding problem in understanding Lt '" te insufficient ture of nuclear seismology, five outstanding areas of research
excitation of the phase in one dimensional velocity models, are identified. These include the development of a physical ba-
Baumgardt (1990) has reported on observational data sis for regional wave propagation, the investigatior of the seis-
supporting the blockage and scattering of the phase further mic source characterization of small nuclear explos..ns, quan-
indicating the importance of two and three dimensional tification of explosion phenomenology, the exploration of
structures on this phase. Dainty and Toksoz (1990) also quarry and engineering explosions as seismic sources, and uti-
investigate the scattered energy in L1 as well as P phases lization of automated signal processing tools.

Shallow explosions and earthquakes in the Eastern U. S. have Physical Basis for Regional Wave P-roagation
been found to generate relatively high frequency (0.4-2.5 Hz)
fundamental mode Rayleigh waves [Kafka and Reiter, 19871. This topic is particularly important as small yield explosions
Kafla (1990) has suggested that these waves may be a good will most likely be monitored at regional distances. A physical
depth discriminant in areas where they are observed. understanding of the processes is needed if techniques deve.-

oped in one geographical area are to be transported to a new
Analysis and modeling of teleseismic observations from nu- area. Much of the work that has been completed to date on re-

dear explosions has explored the effect of multipathing and gional waves has been primarily experimentaL This work must
scattering on thee waveforms. Lay (1987 a and b), Lay and be extended to the development of physical models which can
Welc (1987), and Lynnes and Lay (1989) have investigated be tested. This testing may involve extensive instrumentation,
teleseismic P waves and early coda for evidence of near-source not unlike that suggested by Passcal, i i order to resolve irnpor-
scattering. Gupta and Blandford (1987) suggest that spectral tant aspects of the regional wve propagation. Some key ques-
ratios between P and P coda can be used to characterize near. tions to be addressed include: (1) How is energy distributed
source material properties. Gupta et al, (1990a) through a among the phases Pn, P5, S&, Lt?; (2) How homogeneous or
broadband f-k analysis at the EKA array of U.S. and Soviet ex- inhomogeneous is the crust and upper mantle (1D,2D,3D)?;
plosions, quantify the effects of near-receiver scattering. This (3) How do we characterize this homogeneityfiniomogeneity
same group of workers [Gupta et al, 1990b] suggest that both experimentally?; (4) What are the source depth effects on each
near-receiver and near-source information can be recovered of these phases?; (5) How does the regional energy compare to
frm the scattered waveforms. Cormier (1987), in a modeling that observed locally and teles•ismically?
study, attempted to determine the effects a three- imensional
velocity model beneath NTS with scale lengths of 20-100 km Small Source Pt".ies
and a few percent velocity fluctuation would have on teleseis-
mic nib. He finds that such variations lead to as much as a fac- The seismological community has spent a good deal of its ef-
tor of three variation in amplitudes and if considered could re- forts and time characterizing large (> 100 kt) nuclear explo-
duce the mb variances by 25%. He aiso suggests that P coda sions. This focus has resulted from the 150 kt =TBT and
may be a more stable measure if scattering in the crust and up- PNET and the good signal to noise ratios resulting from such
per mantle is important. McLaughlin and Jih (1988) and events. These sources are often deeply buried (122mAt1 '3). A
McLaughlin et al. (1987) investigated the effect of near-source number of techniques exst for separating these events from the
scattering on teleseismic mb through a serins of two-dimen- earthquake population as well as determining yield from the
sional linear-elastic, finite-difference calculations. For explo- wave amplitudes (mb - log(Yield) relations). Little work has
sons at the French Sahara Test Site the maximum effect is been compieted in characterizing small yield nuclear explosions
±0.15 mb units. Al Yucca Flats variations as large as --0.30 including careful resolution of such basic questions as the ap-
mb units were modelled. These variations can be reduced by propriate slope for amMb - log(Yield) relation and the effect ma-
averaging over a network of observations. Determination of terial properties have on such rlations. As a result of their
teleseismic receiver functions, using multiple component data, shallow depth, these sources can be detonated in highly
continues in an attempt to further quantify receiver effects. porous, dry materials as wedl as in c-vities offering an opportu-
Broadband receiver functions for seismic stations in E. Kaza- ruty for decoupling. The seismological community has spent lit-
klhstan were reported by Priestiey et aL, (1988). tle time studying such events either expenmentatly or theoreti-

cally. No consideration has been given to how one might char-
One of the newest developments in wave propagation has acteize an explosive site before a test so that some of these ef-

been a number of papers beginning to quantify effects of fects might be anticipated and mitigated. Some of the ques-
anisotropic media on seismic waves observed from explosions, lions that arise are- (1) What are earthquake/explosion source
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Rumtoa at small magnitude% (2) What coupling variations clear explosions. Uttl work has been completed in describing
can be expected In shallow, weathered, dry materials?; (3) How these sources as generators of regional seismic energ'. Some
effective is decoupling In cavities or previously explosively dis. key qucztions that must be addressed, (1) What are the differ.
turbed materials?; (4) What are the effects of source region in. ent types of Industrial explosions?; (2) How does each type
homogcheity?; (5) How do we complete geophysical/geological generate seismic waves (P and S waves)?; (3) Do the Indi,,idual
site ch¢actemation to constrain explosion coupling? explosions Interact linearly or nonlinearly?; (4) Can multiple

explosions be discriminated from a single explosion?
Exalosion Phenomenolozy

AryProcessinm/Automatic Data Anahlsis
Physical processes by which chemical and nuclear explosions

couple ezergy into the earth are not well quantifie• from first Increasingly rigorous verification requirements may require
principles. As one might expect, thes processes are highly de- increased data processing and analysis capabilities [Bache et al.,
pendent upon the material properties of the media of interest. 1990; Bratt et at.., 1990]. Automation of these tasks is aad will
In many cases the complete data sets for resolving these cou. remain an important area of research [Anderson, 1990; Dysart
plng processes are not available. Source related research and Pulli, 1990].
might include: (1) Quantification of chemicallnuclear source
differences; (2) Determination of the importance of tensile Much work has been completed in the past four years thanks
failure of near.surface layers (spall); (3) Development of a to continuing support for basic research in nuclear ,eismology.
physical model for spall; (4) Determination of energy balance in Many questions still remain, particularly those associated with
the three spatial dimensions; (5) A quantification of energy the physical processes of energy coupling and wave propaga.
coupling from the hydrodynamic to the linear regimes. lion. As new requirements are imposed under future treaty

scenarios, an understanding of these processes will be neces-
OuarrvfEnzineering F_.lciions sary for developing refined yield determination, discrimination

and detection tools.
Many industrial explosions ar, detonated each year for pur-
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FREE-FIELD AND FREE SURFACE GROUND MOTIONS FROM NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS. THEIR SPAIAL VARIATIONS,
AND THE CONSTRAINT OF PHYSICAL SOURCE MECHANiSMS

B.ian W. Stump

Department of Geological Sciences, Southern Methodist University. Dallas. Texas 75-M

Robert E. Reinke

Geod, unics Secton, Phillips Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque. New Mexico 87117-6W08

Abstract. Near-source waveforms from explosions detonated at the physical model allows pr.lic•oion and extrapolation to new environments
Nevada Test Site (NTS) are reviewed. Data at separated into four types; where experimental data may not exist [Murphy, 1977]. It provides
free-field strong (FFS), representative of the region where material correlation between dam observed at different ranges such as near-source,
strength dominates; free-field weak (FFVI). the region where weakly regional, and telescismic (Taylor and Rambo. 19901. An tmpirical
nonlinear properties and transition from vlasuc to elastic response are airpromh to problems of discrimination and yield determination may be
important; free surface spa]! (FSS). where material tensile strength is adequaie for limited conditions, but is not acceptable for the wide range of
important: and free surface elastic (FSE). where most seismic environments and distances that exist on the earth. The focus of this
observations begin. Data from Pahute Mesa (FSS & FSE). Rainier Mesa study is near-source data sets and thei utility in physical source model
(FFW & FSE), and Yucca Flats (FSS & FSE) ar specifically considered. resolution (Stump and Johnson. 1984: Johnson. 19881. Emphasis will
Each of the data types is explored as to its resolution of important be placed on the successes and f(ilures in separating source and
physical processes in the source region and resultant seismic radiaton. propagation path effects. Near-mu,- is loosely defuned for this study as
Specific attention is paid to the variability of these motions. Single and source-receiver separations of hundreds ofmeters to ters of kilometer.
scaled multiple explosion peak accelerations from Pahute Mesa and Yucca Explosions, unlike natural events. can be controlled. Time of
Flats show as much as a factor of 6-8 scatter with range. Large satteir in occurrence and location are determined by the expenimnenter, which allows
single explosion data suggests a propagation path effect while large for design of X-jund motion experimeso whose expressed purpose is the
amplitudes for a scaled explosion from below the water table supports a characterization of seismic source propelries (Stumnp and Reinke, 19871.
coupling difference between explosions. Data scatter decreases at long Not only can the elastic field be detewuined but development of this field
periods as exemplified by long period moments which have a from the near-sow'ce region where ti,, mater.ta is nonlinear can be
multiplicative error of 1.49 for Pahute Mesa. Numerical models of body documented. Quantification of the motion field in this environment
and surface wave propagation in realistic one-dimersional Pahute Sesa allows the linkage of .etsmic observations to measurements of pressure,
models indicate strong effects of velocity strucure near the shot point ior stress, and shock front propagation in the hydrodynamic, strongly
body waves traveling to the free surface at short offset (<2 depths of nonlinear, and weakly nonlinear regions. Each mouon environment is
burial). Synthetic waveform difference between a site specific model and related to the yield of the explosion and material in which the explosion is
an average model decrease with increasing source-receiver offset or detonated. Comparison of yield estimates made from data within each
increasing period where near-source surface waves are emphasized. region is dependent upon a physical understanding of appropriate
Comparison of free-field and free surface data from the same explosion at cumulative physical processes.
Rainier Mesa supports significantly reduced scatter in free-field data. Seismic discrimination and yield detemination studies rely upon
Removal of the weathered layer as a dominant effect in the free-field data regional and teleseismic data since most monitoring scenarios are limited
can explain the reduced scatter. Analysis of data spanning the transition to such data (Bache, 1982. Pomeroy et aL. 1982. U.S. Congress. 19881.
from FSS to FSE regions indicates that explosion geometry plays a Physical source constraints provided by near-source dam can be used as
strong role in the dec=y of free surface data. These data and extended consistency checks against models developed from regional and
reflecuvity calculations appropriate for Pahute Mesa predict that strong telesecsmic data where propagation path effects may be more severe
spoil zone motions coin: from a region out to a free surface range just (Taylor and Rambo, 19901.
beyond one depth of burial for explosions with standard scaled depths of Near-source data sets discussed in this paper are from the Nevada Test
burial. Site (NTS) where materials such as loosely consolidated alluvium,

volcanic tuffs and rhyolites, granites, and other sedimentary rocks can be
Introduction found. Particular autention will be paid to ft documentation of free

surface and subsurface ground motions recorded from a variety of
A physically based understanding of the nuclear explosion source explosions at NTS. These motions will be used to constrain the

function is necessary for improving discrimunation between earthquakes equivalent elastic source function and size of the explosion. Special
and explosions as well as refining yield estimates for explosions. The attention will be paid to the Watial variability of such motions and

resulting errors in source strength esmates.
This paper begins with a division of the near-source motion fields

Explosion Source Phenomenology around the explosion followed by a review of previous work.
Geophysical Monol iph 65 Observational data sets from Paolute Mess. Yucca Flaut, and Rainier MesaCopyrie inuoduced and explored. Wavefreld modeling and source inversion are
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FREE-FIELD AND FREE SURFACE GROUND MOTIONS

presened as th observational data am used to constrain physical processes (Patton, 19901 and are useful in characterizing motions designated as FSS.
around the explosion. Implications -.nd conclusions arm given as Free-field decay rates are not strictly applicable since these motions
developed from dati analysis, involve interaction with the (ree surface. Bernreuter et al. (1970]

developed a set of decay curves for free surface data. Patton (19901 has
Near-Source Waves discussed the utilization of these spall waveforms and their decay rates in

constraining the secondary seismic source from spall.
Ground motion around nuclear explosions can be observed at the free A second set of common free surface dais involves measurements

surface where insmtmentation is relatively inexpensive or at depth (free- designed to quantify effects on populated areas surrounding NTS (Hays,
field) where the effects of the free surface are a minimum. Both free-field 1974; O'rien and Lahoud. 19821. These observations and models
(MF) and free surface (FS) data will be discussed in this paper, involve propagation distances of tens to hundreds of kilometers. A final,

For the purposes of our discussion the motion field around the small data set exists for free surface ground motion from just outside the
explosion is divided into five regions [Rodean, 1971. 19811. The spall zone to tens o( kilometers [Stump and Johnson. 1984: Johnson.
strongest motions from contained explosions are found in the free-field 19881. These data sets have been used to constrain the equivalent seismic
hydrodynamic (FFH) region where shock waves propagate. The velocity source (Helmberger and Halley. 19811. Such measurements are less
of this -hock front is used to make yield estimates utilizing the expensive and easier to field than free-field measurements.
CORRTEX methodology (King et al., 19891. Moving farther from the This work is designed to compare and contrast the FFW. FSS, and
explosion one encounters a region of strongly nonlinear motions where FFE data sets for purposes of constraining different parts of the explosive
material strength dominates the response. This region is given the source function. Data sets, which have been separately studied in the
nomenclatur'e FFS (free-field strong). Pressure and stress measurements past, are investigated as an integrated set. Each contains different
ame typically used to characterize this region. A weakly nonlinear region information. for example FSS is dominated by interacton of the upgoing
is encountered as the motion field decays further. More subtle material stress wave with the free surface. An important pat of this discussion is
properties such as the transition from plastic to elastic response Lecome the identification of the variability of each data set. The goal is to
important. For frcee-field data we designate this region as FFW with the quantify how each different type of rear-source data constrains the seismic
W for weak. source function.

As the motion field interacts with the free surface, tensile failure of
near-surface layers can result in ballistic motions or spall. This motion Observational Data
environment is designated as FSS (free surface spall). The spall process
extends to depth as the reflected tensile wave propagates back into the Data from three areas of NTS are reviewed including Pahute Mesa.
material. The cost of fielding subsurface gauges is often prohibitive, so Yucca Flats, and Rainier Mesa. In an atempt to emphasize the different
most spall data has been taken at the free surface (Patton, 19901. As physical processes leading to these motions the data is divided into that
waves propagate further, they transition to purely elastic/anelastic represented by weakly nonlinear motions in the free-field (FFW), spall
motions which are designated as free-surface elastic (FSE). motions at the free surface (FSS) and elastc motions from ft free surface

This paper will document motions within the FFW, FSS, and FEE (FSE).
regions from NTS explosions. Each of the motion fields will be
illustrated with specific examples from Pahute Mesa (FSS & FSE), Pa/wum Mesa fFSS & fSE)
Rainier Mesa (FFW & FSE), and Yucca Flats (FSS & FSE).

Los Alamons National Laboratory (LANL) routinely makes three.
Previous Work component, free surface digital acceleration measurements within the spall

zone of contained nuclear explosions. A typical array of accelerometers
Free-field and free surface ground motions and stresses have been for the AMARILLO explosion with accompanying acceleration records is

measured since the inception of underground testing. Free-field motions given in Figure 1. Spall zone accelerograms am characterized by an initial
(FFS & FFW) have been used to assess the importance of material compressive wave (positive acceleratiun), -1 S dwell during free-fall
properties on strong ground motions. Such assessments are particularly (ballistic motion) following tensile failure, and a large spat clusure signal
important when large engineering so'ucturrs are placed close to the (positive acceleration). Dwell times for multiple kiloton explosions are
explosion. The tunnel shots in Rainier Mesa are an example of this type near I s as illustrated by the AMARILLO ground zero (GZ) record with a
of test. Measurements are often associated with these structures which dwell time of 0.65 s. The spatial effects of spall ae illustrated in Figure
might bias free-field motions. Some of the earliest estimates of free-field I where acceleration records at free surface ranges of 15 m. 258 m, and
decay rates in alluvium, tuff, granite, and salt were summarized by 640 m are reproduced. Spall initiation time. idenufied by the start of-I g
Wheeler and Preston I 1968]. Pernt and Bass [19751 extended the data sets dwell, increases with range while spall rejoin, aesiriated by the impulsive
to include nuclear detonations in dry alluvium, dry tuft. wet tuff, and hard rejoin signal, decreases with ranige. Dwell time decreases from 0.65 to
rock (graniu. salt, dolomite, and other sedimentary rocks). Thee studies 0.25 s over the observational range. As a result of the temporal and
focused upon attenuation of waveforms with slant range scaled by the spatial finiteness of the spall secondary source, its equivalent sourc"
cube root of explosive yield. Germain (19861 has r•worked the Perret and function is peaked in the frequency domain (Day et al., 1983: Stump,
Bass analysis including more recent data. 19851.

Applicaotn of free-field data to calcdlation of seismic source functions Free surface, peak velocity measurements from FSS are summarized in
in the form of reduced displacement potenuals for a number of materials Figure 2 where they are plotted against scaled free surface range (r -
was made by Werth and Herbst (19631 followed by the analytic modeling R/kt' 13), The data are derived through numerical integration from the
of Haskell (19671. Murphy and Bennett (1979] review free-field seismic original accelerograms. Six nuclcar explosions (Table I) frerm Pahute
data for alluvium, tuff. dolomite, sandstone-shale, and interbedded lave Mesa are represented in the plot. Data such as that disolayed in Figure 2
flows. can be plotted against free surface range as done in the figure or slant

Near-source. free surface ground motion gauges have typically been range as suggested by Perret and Bass 119751 or Patton (19901. If
placed at ranges within 2 depths of bunal (DOB) where recording propagation path effects dominate the motion field, then slantr rage is the
equipment is located. The primary purpose of these gages is in assessing more appropriate variable. If free surface inteaction is more important,
equipment survivability. These gages are usually within the spall zone thenfree swfaoce range may be more approp, ase. As source-reciver range

11
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* Table 1. Event Characteristics
Event name D=t NEIS MX~

BAC.BEACH 710.11 5.5
SHEEPSHEAD 790926 5.6
NEBBIOLO - 820624 5.6
CHANCELLOR 830901 5.

"O 4d- 912m(640m) CYBAR 860717 !.7
___AMARILLO M27 .4.9

z IPA3

• .: GMG - 696m(2SSm) " U

"-.- - 1 10.... No 100 1001

TIMLE (s)

Free Surface Range (m)d

Y• (Table 1) is plomed against =Waed free surface8 range. The free surface

/% range is scded by the cube rom of eie explosion yield while the pea•k
•• •'•velocity values ame unsea ed. Power Law models wer fit to, the data for

rnges less than and greater thaA 100 matI/3. This free surface range
corsod w approximatey am 3c,•ed depth o( bural, 1=: nvktl/3, for

A A~n.LNTS explosions&

7• to a freet =fae range o app•roximately I DOB. velocity(ac~eleration d

• " ~faster decay it farther ranges (l').This central region with little
A spaaal deway indicates that out to afe n,.9"¢ce range equal to one DOB

thate is little change in slant range. The implication of" such decay
0 500M patters is thas the centrd portion o( tk naldl zone will have nearly

Fig. 1. Three. free-sturf'•ce vertical acceleration rec~ord from the nuclear constant esa v•elocitie or momeentum cotrmmAjon to a free surface

explosion AMARILLO. The siant ranges (GM4-912m. GM2-696m. range equal to I DOB. Beyond this range w the edge o( the s:iall zone,

GM -640m) anqd free surface' ranges from ground zero (GM4-11 m, GM2- motions decay rapidly. thus reducing the spall contriutin from this area.
A second implication of this decay pwm is that strong variations or

25•8m. GM6-640m) are given. The horizontal time scae is 2.8"7 L. The asymmetries in the edlge of th mpail tons found from overhead
initia compressive ,-sve reaches eac succesive station at greter time p"howgrahy of 04• process may not be as important in the ce~ntral region
while spall rejoin, indicated by the impulsive secondary signal. occurs a where motions dca=y little (Walker. 1982). This velocity data shows
earlier Limes for th farther stations. The surface geometry of the scattr of between afactor o(3 ad 5for the explosions rprsetd.
accele~rometer armay is given al the hautim of the figure. Moving outside the Va zone, a typical FSE arrmy for characterizing a

nuclear explosio is given in Figure 3a. The dimension of Lhe array is on
increases relative to source• depoit, the two &=nce. measures converge. th order of 10 kIn. Careful attentio is paid to coverage in both range
The. ,zi are displayed as a function of free swacfac range in this case sux~e and azimnuth. Most gage am accele:rometr although velocity transiducem,
this form emphasizes the .7311 zone which commonly exte•nds" to 2-3 am toromeimes used at rcioe distant ranges. Pti vetia 3cceterauions
DOB range (2".,-366 m/ki 1/3) on the scaled pCL. "rhis mpresci taton from a single explosion observed as a number of azimudi and ranges ame
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(a)

- 1*~~ AB AvWATER TASU~

4~~ * O S S E L W I WA 7T T A B L E

I• eI

3

00 ZA=tm

a o

SFig. 4. Peak accalerators from a numbe•r o('Pahute Mesa explosion: wre
•scaled by the cube roo of yield and plot.,ed agaist scle free surface

r'ange Al dat is from outside ui spa zone (FE regon). A Iar-e
amount a( scatter (&-8) is observed in this data. There is some ind•icationof a coupling effect as the data from in explosion detonated below the
water tabe (sold square) plats at te u of thed

the highest 3=9,x-atons. The physical mechanism for the sea= in these
• ~data could eihe" be different wave propagation effects (depth of burial.

proximity to interfaces, different source-rectigor structures) or source
• 1 coupling effects. Large amplitudes for the source below the water tablelow lnoo support a coupling effect. On the ether hand. large scatter in the singleRA GE (m) exploo da (Fure 3b) sug(est prpagion path e)fect

Scatter in observational data is f'requency dependent. TeFig. 3. (a) A typFgl free s i t army for charcterizton of a.celerogramis used for the peak amplitude study ( sgurep 3b) am o urier

the explosion source Ibinction. The accelerometers ame all outside the spal trarnsormnd and long period sl•y=,al eastima•.ts are made and convented wo
zone (FSE region) and designed to give good azimuthal coverage of the moment:souae. (b) Peak vecricat accelerations aye plotted agptnst free surfsfe
range (unsealed) for a sitngle nucAelr explosdit. The large scastel (6-8) in lon = e4 (rg )Aa
theae observations with range is eodent.

given in Figure 31b. Accelerations span over an order of magnitude in where a is densityc R is scas t range, a is f ompressioona delocn y and b th
amplitude and slightly less tha an order a( magnitude in range. A is the long period d(l ,id c es t spc tr-al level Sibnde the data is from the
distinct amplitude decay with range is observd although it is obscured by free surfaces a simple .actor op two is ina moducad into the GO estimate.
a (actor of6-.8 scam in pek accelerationsa Problems with this simple interpret ation of the free surface data include

The sile explosion data can be compared to -Wed peak acceleratons the inability to sepraces, bodi and surface waves in these data sets.

TS'E) fro; a number of Pahute Mes3 explosions, one of which was Isotropic moments imuerpreted frtn vertical(Z). r'adia (R). and trnsversedetonated below the water table (fFigure 4). the same e•tactenids M dt am given i Figre 5 (stctly speaking only Z a td R sould be
observed in the single explosion daut am replicatedl in the multiple used). The suattot in moments from this single expeorsion is a factr of
explosion data set. There is an approximate ordls oo magnitude s(Fte in 2-3, reduced fm variations in pesk apoelpaation The fact ts . R. and
peak acleration data with t he accl eromeners are wall.otie te shi l Tmfons all 'allow thersd spaea e atiatesn argues that the rtedton
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20-0Changes in frequency content with propagation distance for d~ata
summarized in Figure 3 ame characterized by picking corner frequenicies
from raw accelerogramvs. Acceleration spectra amt interpreted in terms oi a
long period rise that is used in the moment estima&te, an intermediate

Z ZmomvrJr frequcncy band in which acceleration spectra are flat, followed by high-
frequency decay (Figure 6). A rirst comner frequency is chosen at the point

U OML'T of transition from long period rise to the constant level at intermediate
frequencies. A second comner frequency is idcntified at the high-frequency

T ET point where the acceleration spera= begin to decay. Thewe two comner
* ?N4MD(T fieueni are plotted ag Sins souCe-receiver Offset for a single explosion

in Figure 6. T1he fiast comner frequency changes lttlde with range and is
estimated to be I Hz. Ibis spectral characterisuic is taken to be the source

encomner frequency which is related to the source elastc radius. The second
couner shows a systemautc decrease with range indicative Of a PrOpagation
path effects Simple frequency indcpendent attenuation opcraors:

1(0)z
suggest that a Q between 20-30 replicates this decay with range.

These frequency domain measures show less variation than the
0 ~amptitude information for this pnirtular explosion. T'he flat acceleraton

spectrum between the two comner frequencies (Figure 6) argues for af-
high-frequency source model for this explosion. As source-feceiver offset

* increases, this intermediate high-frequency deicay becomes obscured by
antnuation effects.

Yucca Flats (FSS & FSE)

7 Yucca Flais is a valley rdlted with altuviunm at shaidow depths
i 1 underlain by dry and wet tufts. The basement consists of Paleczoic ror-ks.

A set of FSS data from the COALORLA experiment is reproduced in
Figure 7. The depth and range of the spiall phenomena is constrained with

12 .2.1 2.2 23 4.3 5.3 5.4 7.1 &5 this data. Spaill extends in this case to a free surface range of I DOB
while the depth of the spall zone is estimated to be 1L2 DOB. Spa~l dwell
time increases near GZ as noted for Pahute Mesa data. Spail zone

RANGE (km) aclerations ame used to estimate e=Vae velocities (after integration) of
thie spalled mesa Spail volume is delineated by the spatial disombuuon of
accelcrogrurns. These dat combined with the equivalent body force spailFig. 5. Seismic moments from the Pahute Mesa nuclear explosion model of Day et all. (19831 are used to estimate an equivalent body force(Fig. 3) were determined from observations at ranges between 2.1 to time history for the secondary source. The model predicts a peak force of8.5 km. Moments were calculated from vertical (Z). radial (R) and 1.1 X 1016 dynes and atime duration of 0.6 s.

Irausverse MT observations. The scatter in the moment estimates 'is a Peak acceleration data from this explosion which mark the transition
factor of 2-3, reduced from the scatter in peak accelerations given in from FSS to FSE are plotted against free surface range in Figure 8. AsFigs. 3b and 4. found for Pahute Mesa data, explosion genmeury controls the gradual

decay of the data close to GZ followed by more rapid decays. Radial and
may be a propagation efreee. Similar variations am found for moments vertical peak motions merge. Scatter in the peak mottons is between a
estimated from near-source earthquake data (Archuleta et al.. 19874 factor of 3-5 for the Yucca F'laus single explosion data. This variation is
Fletcher ct al.. 1984]. Following the methodology of Archuleta. avernge less than the single shot Pahute Mesa acceleration =ca=e.
log moments and their standard deviations an computed accoring to: Differences in wave shapes and spectra from COALORA are

documented with observational displacements at the 549 m ranger na 1 displayed in Fig=r 9. Peak radial and vertical displacements vary by 30176log (mc)a (tns) log (MOO) (7) about the mean. Radial arnd vertical wave shapes are very similar at the
i-I Jthree azimuths. These characteristics argue for cylindrical or spheric.,l

symmetry in the source function. Transvease components in comparison
11/2 an much shorter in duration, delayed in time, and exhibit significantstd dayOog(MOA)) I,)Z (log Moi -log NO)) 2  (3) fluctuations with azimuth including changes in first motion.

in Si Displacement spectr-a are estiinated from those records (Figure 9).
Envelope functions are fit to each spectrum which include a long period

The multiplicative error is defined acciording to: level, comner frequency, and high-frequency decay (Table 2). These data2
show little variation in radial anid vertical long period levels and a factor of

EM0 - antilog faid day (log (Mo))J C4) two increase in corner frequency for the transverse component
accompanied by reduced long perted levels, Source spectral inierpre~a'ion

The average moment for the vertical data in Figure 6 is 3.8 x I023 dyne. of the above data supplemented by additiontal near-source gauge gives an
em with a multiplicative error of 1.49. isouropic moment (R, Z) of 1.93 x 1021 dynes-cm (multiplicative error of

14
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Z ZCORNER FR.EQ(1)
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RANGE (kin)

Fig. 6. Corner frequency interpretation from acceleration spectra of the same data used in Fig. 5. As shown in the
inset. two comer frequencies were measured. The first represents the transitlon from the rise in a&.eleration spectra at low
frequency to the flatening at intermediate frequencies. The secoid comtrc frequency marks the transidon from the flat.
interm.diae frequency region to the decay at high frequencies. The frst comer frequency (I Hz) which is atmbuted to the
source is insensitive to range while the second comer decreases with range from 9 to 3 Hz The flat spectra between the
two cmners supports a f-2 source modeL The second corte freque,'y is atributed to asenuation.

1.36) and a deviatoric moment M of 3.97 x 10 20 dynes.cm with the announced yield of les than 20 kt. The high frequencies decay
(multiplicainve error of 1.44). The accompanying comer frequeny as f-, like the Pahute Mesa da and the Mueller-Murphy source model.
estimates are 1.82 for the isocropic spectra (1.12 multiplicative err•r) and A simple Brune's model is used for comparative purposes to interpret
3.28 for the deviatoric spectra (1.13 multiplicative errr). As found for theransversespectrain temsof stresdropand sourcedimension. These
Pzhute Mesa spectral data comet frequencies show less varataion than estimates ar applicable only for earthquake sources and may not be
moment& strictly applied to tectonically driven motions •rigered by the explosion.

The isomopic comet frequency lies between a Mueller-Murphy model The parameters predicted by this model are given for comparison. The
prediction of ; Hz for I kt and 1.7 Hz for l0 kt which is in apreement mean source radius is 124 m with a sms, dropof 89 ba and an average
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0.0 0 0

*.3

____~~.0 - -1 ~

WP * SPALL

±3.96 9 0 NO SPALL o a0M

Fig. 7. Vertical as-secuon displaying accelerapsams from downhoe and surface gasges within a range equel to two depths of
burial which constrains the spoilt zone. Solid circles represetn Yes cal accelerometer records thas show charsicteristc -If dwell
indiceuve of .,*L Solid and long dashed lines are two dieriensonsi bounds on the spaill zone.

0. displacement of 33 cut. Then displaemnents calculated tvrom the radiate
wa'vefield am' similar in sine to dislacerneints observed an fawias and
bedding planes found uport re-entering tunaeis surrounding nuclearW Z ACC (4- explosions a Rainier Men (Kennedy. 198A]. The equivalent elastic radiiU AM It fat I and 10 kt explosion am. predicted to be between 133 and 202 in..
The deviatiorc sosurce radius faills new the lower bound of the equivalent

- elasoc sor e radius.
.0As seisicii waves propapt within Yucc Flat valley, differences

Z4 between rilial.verutal, and usnsves avefrm and spero' disappear.
Displaicement record and spectraasithe 5.16 ki distance are given inFigure 10. 7he duratoan o*(pound motion has grown from 1-2 s at 549

'A i to earl M sat 5 16 in.The transverse mnotion is the largest of the* g three components and comparable in frequency to the other two
Q. components. SpmalW dilfervices found at the closest ranges and attributed

* to deviaitric/cittsopec mum;~av have disappeared at this distance.

Raue Me.= (FFW &FS.E)

Data from the free-field can be used to constrin coupling of explosive.or energy into thne linear regime. It is uead in the calculation of the
Si .21 IS rep resentsuve seismic source function kniown as the reduced disptacmetntFree Surface Range (kin) Posenual CNurpiiy aind Bennett. 19791. As noted by Murphy (19891.

existing free-lGeld data is often com~plicated by complex geolbogical models
between explosion and receiver. Much of thne existing froe-field groundFlg. &. Peak vertical (solid square) and radial (open squares) 3ccleration moction data base is also associated with underground structures.plotted against free surf=c range (unsealed) for the COALORA explosion Instnrnments ame primarily fielded to document survivability leveis forat Yucca Flats. This data Uie ftht for Paliute Mesa ir FgS. 2 spans the these structures WWd no free-field moitions necessary rot seismic sourcetransition from the free surface spitll (FSS) to ftefree surface elastc CharzUrtorL

(FSE) reg-ios. An experiment was designed to quantify the seismic source of a
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GM 8 GM 9

T T

S.

GM 7

Z ..

T 10

I 0 I 11 10z hz

Fig. 9. Vertical (Z) and transverse (T) displacements Spectra along with the dispLcement waveformf from ihe COALCRA
explosion. The three saoons (GM7, G? 18. GM9) are all at a free surface range of 549 m. Peak displacements fcr each wayefcrm
ame given in cm. A simple spectral model consisting of a constant long period level, high frequency decay (rn). and a corfer
frequency (1c) is lit to the spectral darn.

Rainier Mesa explosion using free-field (FFW) and free surface (FSS & (19751 for wet tuff. R 2- 4 3 (acceieeraion). Waveforms show an azimutltal
FSEI) gauges (Figure IhI). Free-field measurements were made with effect in wave shape with two accelerome-ters to the NE having longer
three-compoment aceeleromets located to minimize g&eOlogical effects as durations than gauges t the NW. Duration of motion also increases with
well as document the transition of the motion field into the elastic range as noted by Murphy (19991. Another measure of propagation
regime. Free-surface gauges were fielded so that comparisons between the complexity is the ratio of radial to vertical peak acceleration (frIe-field)
two data sets .. uld be made. The radial, free-field data is reproduced in which is 5.1 for the closest gauge (193 m) and decreases to 1.8 for the
Figure l Ie with absolue •.mplitudes compared to the free-surfface data in farthest gauge (881 in).
Figure Ilb. Amplitude data indicates a smoothly decaying acceleration Comparison of free-rield, radial, peak acceleration (open square) and
mad velocity field which follovs model predictions by Perret and Bass free-surfac,. peak acceleration (solid square) indicates incrased scatter for
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Table 2. COALORA Sprx-"rJ Interpretation fe.surfce dam The single soresca•ter in free-surface data is similar to

Statmo Range DC fc Slope that from Pabute Mesa. Free-fieid scatter is much reduced which might be
(m) (cm-S) (Hiz) a reflection of the fact Mat reeivers have been moved away from Uie

weathered zoie. At apploxmaitely 8N-900 m. free.field and free nurfac.
GM7Z 612 0.30 2.1 2* data merge with no factor of two amplification at the free-surface. This
CM7R 632 0.36 2.1 2" observauon is only an apparent discrepancy since free surface data
GM7T 612 0.09 4.0 4 displayed in Figue I lb aue gauges from outside the spall zone (triangles

GM&Z 614 0.30 1.6 2 in Figure 13ai and as such represent oclique rather than normal free
GMSR 614 0.36 1.8 s. !rt'iciet angieL

OMVIST 614 0.10 3.5 2*
GM9Z 612 0.34 1. 2 Wavefield2Moingnd lnvson
GM9T 612 0.30 3.5 33

FSS to FSE tansJUon

The ransiion from FSS so FSE is identified by a region of gradual
peak amplitude decay to a range near 100 mnt|1/3 followed by more rapid
decay at greater ranges for both Pahutc Mesa (Figur 2) and Yucca Flats
(Figure 8). Thes data argue that explosion geometry has a dominant

lot effect on ground motions. An elauuc numerical modeling exercise is1 undertaken for this transition region at NTS in an attempt to quantify
"--• wive propagation effects and develop an understanding of free-surface

Smouon decay rates. The velocity model, HOLE, used in this exercise is
"06 given in Figure 12.a and is developed from emplacement hole data at

Pahute Mesa (Table 3). A second avenge velocity model developed by
> The explosion source is placedt a depth of 616 m just above a poorly

I.-• Rz 10 welded tuffthat shows reduced P wave velocity.
4 IO" 'Full wave synthetics using the modifid reflectivity methodology

W . - T x I [Moller. 1985 arn computed. Vertcal &ard radial velocity waveforms
between 0.1 and 3.0 ion we reproduced in Figure 12b. Waveforms are

10 1multiplied by r1 to baLane amplitdes for viewing. Figure 13 displays
FREQUENCY (hz the peak synthetic velocities plotted as a function of scaled range where

the explosm•reld is take o be 150 It for the sour•e•deph of 16 m.
Vertical waveforms show little decay to approismtately 100 m (scaled
range) with increased decay beyond this free surface range. Least squares

Z fit to anplitude data rmeult in a spatial decay o(r"0,15 toa scaled range of
3.90 100 m/kt 1/3 while the decay rate at greater ranges is r"1-3 0 . These

theoreticalresu l compae to Pahute Mess observations (Figure 2) that
decay am r 0 13 and "2 and indicate that elastic wave propagation
effects which include attenuation n ,ach the obsernation tra-wition. Dais
mid models imply that spall momentum contributions from the region

v - 5.48 inside of 100 m/kitl/ 3 range may be dominant due to increased spatial
dem• at gm- atm

Spell Ballistc Model

VPt.itiues and dispLac'ments we derived from acceleration observatons
9.72 within FSS region for the Pahute Me•a dauta. These measurements as

well as spall dwell time ae interTelated for a gravity controlled pross. A
gravity driven or ballistic model of the spall process predicts the
following relation will hold between peak velocity at failure and peuk
disp~aceinem:

0 22.5s
V

2
D-a--](6)

Fig. 10. Vertical (Z), redial (R) and transverse () displacements and Peak displacement is plotted against velocity at failure (spail initiation) in
displacementspect at the 3.16 kn source-recitver range for COALORA Figure 14, The reltuon•hip predicted by equaton 6 is designaud by open
ae displayed. The Z and R specra ar1 aoitrarly scaled by factors of 100 squares. Observational data follow the slope of predictions but
and 10 so that M three can be compared. Where the Z and T spectra displacements are as much as a factor of two bigger than predicuont
showed significantly different spectral levels (0Z > t2T) and comer throughout the data set.
frequency (fC" > fC) at 549 m (Fig. 9), at f.16 kin both spectral levels Alt.iough Large dAVrpLacements may be a result of bias introduced in the
and corer freqencies for all components are identical, integration procedure in denving these values. the conssstency of large
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Fig. 11. (a) Plan view of the insumsent array for a combined free-field (solid circles) and free surface (open circles and all
mangles) ground motion experinent at Rainier Mesa, NTS. (b) Comparison of the peak radial accelerations in the free-field
,open squares) and at the free surface (solid squares). A marked increase in data sta is noted for the free surface data.
(c) Normalized free-field radial velocity waveforms from the experiment.

displacements for a number of shots at e variety of motion levels argues scatuer in the near-souree region is a result of lateral variations in the
against this interpretation. Alternatively, departure from a purely Seological smiecture a NTS. There ar strong vertical variations in
gravitational spall model may be explained by viewing spell as a velocity in addition to laeral varituons. Fipre 12a displays the velocity
continuous ratlhr than a simple., discontinuous process. Even though log developed from an emplacement hole at Pahute Mesa (HOLE) and
peak velocity indicates failure, spalled material may still receive long contrasts it with an average model developed by Leonard and Johnson
period input imm matrial below thus boosting displacements over those (19871 from inversion of near-soure travel-time data (LT). The site
predicted by a simple ballistic model. More data supplemented with specific velocity model shows strong low velocity zones (LVZ)
numerical modeling is needcd to investigate this point. reipeseniative of poorly welded tuff units. Differences in synthetics

developed from the average and site specific velocity models are
VelaeieyMod4iEffects/Daa$Scatter investigated to determine how much detail must be included in the

velocity modael. A set of numerical tuals will be discussed using the site
Scaled acceleration and velocity data from Pahute Mesa (Figure 5) specific velocity model with sources just above, in. and below a LVZ

show considerable scatter. A number of authors have argued that such such as that which exists below 616 m (HOLE) in Figure 12a. This
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(a)

PAHM MESA P VELOCT1_ES

SYNTHETICS (R"*I)- VERTICAL. RADIAL ('ROOI)

-120 -120
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OFFSET (0.1-3.0k,,) OFFSET (0. 1-3.0k)

Fig. 12. (a) Th P wave vdociy model interpreted from emplwment hoe data at fthtm Men, (solid squires,
Table 3) €ona-•zd arpnst an amaerg Pahute Me=a velocity nmodel (open circles) developed by Lenr and
Johnson (1987). (b) VakW and r-•i synte Ytocr recod d ev from the sit spific veli m el

usig the extended ref.e€.viry modeing technique. The rfhecs cacl• for th fresrm ranges ol 0. 1 to
3.0 k= have W been scald by hu~ sfac rang (rl1) to bl~ance amplittle~s for dipa.

nmerical expe-imem will twig detem ine the effect' ofsmwerial properties in these calcu/,o• hav a con-taw moment with a mm tie m function
around theepl•dno near.orc wfverfied.h appropriat for a l15O-k exploion. A simple sepration of dominant

A number of researchers [vidale and HeImbeWIF. 19"7; Johnson. body and surface• ways cor•nbuuonas is found by low-pass fdUtang the
1988; Stump and Johnson. 19841 have noted the impotac of both body d= a I Hi to emphai surf• waves and high-pass rdmerml the data at
xW surfwe. waves in near-souzrce waveforms. Althoagh distance over I Hz to focus an bo~dy w-xm P• velocitie an picked from syntheur.
whichJ obevtos am ae in this study am' relatively short (0--I0 kmn). for copro b•'e-' the vanves mode'ls.
the' sh.allow sotur= dep•ths (200--1000 m) lead to theses effacmt The The ate specific velocity moded (HOLE)i n ru•investign:tedl with
modifiedl reflectivity meth'od [Wuller, 19851 is employed in smsmogr.ms sourtes abovce the LV'Z (616 m), in th LVZ (6d5 m), and below the LV'L
synthesis to include both body and surface wave contrbution~s. 30.• (750 m) (Tip.re 12a). Th body woom data (Figure 15) shows strong
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Fig. 13. Peak vertical velocities from Fig. 12b plotted against scaied free Fig. 15. Peak vertical body wave velocities (f > 1 Hz) in the FSE region
sufar.e range. Source depth for the synthetics in Fig. 12b was appmpriate for extended reflectivity synthetic seismograms utilizing the HOLE
for in explosion of 150 xt and so the free surface ranges were scaled by velocity model (Fig. 12a) for source depths of 616 in (ibove a low
this yield. As done for the Pahute Mesa data displayed in Fig.. 2 power velocity zone. LVZ). 668 in (in LVZ) and 750 m (below LVZ). Also
law decay models were fit to the synthetic amplitudes for ranges less than included are peak verucal body wave velocities (f> 1 Hz. LJ 616 in)
ad grew uan 100 mnkt/3. igme ied from the average Pahute Mesa model of Leonard and Johnson

(1987).
10 amplification (factor of 2) for body waves directly above a source when

the explosion is abors the LV7 For a 150-kt shot the spall zone extends
t an approximate lateral range equal to 2 DOB which includes this regi'sn

/ , of enhanced amplification. For the source in or below'the LVZ little
v varialon is observed. Diffmences; between the three models disappear as

•u sorce-receiver offset increases and downgoing energy becomes raore
"" iMpohlaL Surface wave synthetics below 1 IH show small differences

• Wbetwen the three models.
"Comparison of peak body wave amplitudes for a 616-m-deep explosion

4' * in the average Pahute velocity model of Leonard and Johnson (1988] are
Salso given in Figure 15. Differences between the two models are less-- ith those observed for sources above and below a LVZ.

oe
.1 * MOWNt Tensor Inversions

* *Inverse modeling of observed explosion waveforms offers another

method of making source estimates. Moment tensor inversions of
COALORA data (Yucca Fiats) are completed in an atempt to utilize the
complete FSE data in a manner whirh gives stable source estimates in

.. . .spite of demonstrated amplitude variability. The following rcpresentatin
is used in thesinveons:

Velocity (m/s) Un(l) - Gnij() Mij() (7)

where U(1) ame the frequency domain representation of the observations.
Fig. 14. Pek displacemens and velocities from a number of spall zone Gnij(f) are the Green's functions or wave propagation effects accounted
observantions of different explosions are ploted againmt oae another. For a for with extended reflectivity solutons. and Mij(f) am the componenws of
pavitationally contolled proces peak distplace-ment is related to velocity the moment trnsor.
aording to equaLion 6. This relaio• is displayed as open squares m the Many different stations are utilized simultaneously in these studies in
figure. On average for a given peak velocity the observed peak an attempt to minimize the effect of data scatter. Both absolute
displacements are pgeater by a factor of two than that predicted by the amplitudes :rd wave shaes awe modeled with fits completed in the
gravitatioml modeL frequency domain. Characteristic comparisons between observed and
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modeled ground mouons give corelaton coefficiens that range from 0.7 i--" ... T-:, (p.1

to 0.9 in the ume domain. The moment tensor that was determined in

ts inversion is given in Figu., 16. The souce ,s dominated by the
iotropic omponent. The initial puLs is symmetrmc and is followed by a k ILI
secondary, long period contnbuuon. largest on the M3 3 component. the '. - .

verucal dipole. The size of this secont.iry force moment is in general

agreement with the equivalent elasUc force model of spall developed from

data within the spall zone (Figure 7). Off-diagonal moment tensor

elements am a factor of 5-10 smaller than diagonal elements supporting ., - ",
the small scalar deviatoric source estimates discussed earlier. Peak
isotropic moment is 7.9 x 1020 which is nearly a fa',we of 3 smaller than

st.alar moments estimated from spectra at 549 m. The scalar moment
interpr,-ation of the 549 m spectra assumes a simple propagauon path
effect with no way to return downgoing energy to the free surface while .':'.

inversions utilize Green's funwuons which return downgoing energy to 0.e
surface and lead to reduced moment esumais.

Constrained explosion source estimates are made in an attempt to ..,., 4 • .......... ,
invest-gate bias from single station measurements. The source is
assumed isotropic and a single, three-component set of observations are
inverted for the time history, T(f). and stength. Mkk. of the source:

Un(f) - GirA(f) Mk T(l (8) -- --)

Each inssunment location around the explosion yields a source eumate
much like standard scalar estimate although equation 8 allows for Fig. 16. Moment rate (M) and moment (M) tensors from an inversion of

inclusion of mom complex propagation path effects. A moment for each the COALORA observvoial data. The I and 2 direcuons are in he
station was determined with this methodology for COALORA. The honzontal plane while the 3 direction is vuicaL

average of all these single station moments is 6.8 x 1020 dyne-cm. close
to the value of full moment tensor inversions and significantly smaller Table 3. Velocity Model for Hole

5

than simple scalar moment estimates. Using equations 3 and 4 to Depth P Vel S Vel Density Qp QS
quantify scatter in these esimates, the multiplicative error is 1.6. close (10) &m/s (km's) (,'cM/e)
to thait ofthe scalarmonrensu determined from diipacernent spec7 0.000 1.00 0.5O 1.70 50.00 22-"

Conce 0.100 2.20 1.27 2.10 50.00 22..2
0.350 3.00 1.73 2M.20 50.0

A number of near-soure data sets from explosions have been used to 0.350 1.00 0.58 1.70 50.00 22'=
constrain the explosion source function. 7U study has included free-field 0.400 1.00 0.58 1.70 s0.00 222
data collected at shot level. fre surface data from within the spall zone. 0.450 1.00 0.8 L70 50.00 22M
and free surface dats from outside the sall zone. Data from explosions it
Rainier Mesa, Pahue Mesa and Yuca L NTS wer included. 0.500 3.50 2.02 2.40 50.00 22.

The Rainier Mess data illustrat the increased variability of free surface 0 .6 16 b 3.50 2.02 2.40 50.00 22.22

observations compared to those made in the free-feld (at shot depth). 0.630 3.50 2.02 2.40 50.00 22.22
Little free-field data (FFW) scatter was found about the spaa decay rae 0.630 2..0 1." 2.10 50.00 22I"
predicted by Perret and Bass (19751 for wet tuff. The free surface data 0.700 2.50 1.44 2.10 50.00 22.22
(FSI:) from the same explosion had a factor of 6.4 scatter. This 0.700 3.52 1.99 2.40 100.0 44.4.4
observational result illustrates the impact of weathered. near-surface layers
on ground motions and indicates diffi•ulies that might be encountered by 1.000 3.70 2.03 2.40 100.0 44."

maling source estimates from limited anoints of fre surface data. 2.000 4.37 2.29 2.40 100.0 44."

Observational data from within the spali zone (FSS) ransiuoning to 4.000 5.25 3.03 2.40 100.0 4444
the elastic region (FSE) was analyzed for a number of Pahute Mesa a Unear interpolation used between depth points except in case uo
explosions. These data illustrate the strong impact sourse geometry fs repcated depths which signifies a discontinuity in velocity.
on peak motions and. possibly. spall as a secondary scuimic soure-. b Source depth.
From ground zero. directly above the explosion, to a lateral free surface
range equal to I DOB peak velocity dara shows little decay, r.-013. support the conclusion from the Rainier M"s= data that the weathered

Beyond this range the data decays much more rapidly. r•-.- Simple layer at the e•amhs surface can have significant impact on near-source
elastic, reflectivity calculations for a Layered Pahute Mesa sutictmr with observauons. Them is an indication in the scled datU that the one shot
appropiate Q (Table 3) replicate this decay pattem. The data and these from below the water table has higher acceierations than the other
numerical results suggest that momentum within the sall zone, which is explosions. Synthetic near-source .eflectivity calculations were

available for a secondary seismic source, may be most affected by spall investigated for re alis= ple-layerad Pabute Mesn structures Velocity
processes in the latral range extending to I DOB for standard containment contrasts at depth near the explosion gave body wave amplitude
depths. fluctuations as large as a factor of 2 directly above die explosion. These

Observational peak acceleration and velocity data from within the FME differences decreased wIth increasing source-receiver offsets. Despite
region for Pabute Mesa show a scater as large as a factor of 6-8 for both strong velocity contrasts near the sourc the ground motion fluctuations
a single explosion and a number of scaled explosions. These observations did not approach the factor of 6- observed in the da. The observational
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ABSTRACT

The importance of simple elastic (with attenuation) wave
propagation effects on near source observations (0.5-10 kin) of
seismic waves generated by underground explosions is considered.
Specifically, the study is designed through a numerical exercise to
answer the question of how well the geological/geophysical
structure of a test site must be known in order to make good
estimates of the explosion source function. This study has
ultimate implications on the energy radiated to regional and
teleseismic distances. Modeling of these wavefields is completed
using the extended reflectivity method for plane layered geologies.
This method is utilized because of the necessity to include both
body and surface wave effects. Full wave velocity synthetics are
generated and quantified by peak amplitude and a new energy
measure which is defined as the integral of the squared velocity.
Four specific effects are quantified in the study: (1)Source-
receiver offset effects; (2)Source depth of burial effects; (3)Near
source interface effects; and (4) 'Average' vs 'site specific'
velocity model effects. The offset effects were found to be quite
strong in these models with spatial decays of both body and
surface waves exceeding spherical and cylindrical decay
respectively. Body waves are found to decay between r-1 -5 and r
1.9 and surface waves between r 1 .3 and r-1.4. Body waves with
frequencies greater than 1 Hz showed strong variations which did
not fit these power laws in the 0-2 km range. Spatial changes in
energy over the 0.5 to 10 km range were 1000-2000 for the body
waves and 75-160 for the surface waves. Sources above and below
interfaces were found to have the second strongest effect on
amplitudes. High frequency body waves exhibited factors of 4
change in amplitude as sources moved into and below a low
velocity zone. These differences disappeared as source to receiver
offsets increased. Depth of burial effects were large for sources
at 200 and 616m. These differences decreased with source to
receiver offset also. For reasonable source depth estimates it was
determined that this effect was small as long as the source
remained in a smoothly varying media. The comparison between an
average and site specific velocity model with a constant source
depth showed smal: variations in peak amplitude and total energy.
The amplitude and energy variations quantified in these
calculations are smaller than the variations seen in near source
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data sets. Lateral variations in the geological structure or source
coupling effects may account for additional scatter.
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MOTIVATION

Near source ground motions from underground nuclear explosions
offer a diagnostic that can be utilized in the constraint of physical
processes in the seismic source region. These source processes
include but are not limited to the nonlinear response of the
material in which the explosion is detonated, the release of stored
tectonic stress in and around the explosion, and the interaction of
the explosive wavefield with the free surface and other interfaces.
Waveforms are affected by all of these processes as well as the
geological media through which the seismic waves propagate. In
any study attempting to either resolve the explosive source
function, discriminate the resulting wavefield from that developed
by a naturally occurring earthquake, or constrain the yield or size
of the explosion one must be able to separate the wave propagation
effects from the source itself.

The purpose of this study is to begin to quantify the role simple
near source wave propagation effects play in the observed
wavefields separate from source issues such as coupling. We shall
focus upon wave propagation at Pahute Mesa in the 0-10 km range
and quantify the variability of amplitudes that might be
experienced within the constraints of current geological and
geophysical models of this area of the Nevada Test Site. Through
this numerical exercise we would like to answer the question of
how well the geological structure must be known in order to make
good estimates of the explosion source function. A secondary but
longer term goal of this study is to investigate the effects that
this near source structure has on energy observed at regional and
teleseismic distances. This second goal is beyond the scope of the
current study.

We will first address effects of source-receiver offset in the
radiated wavefield. The purpose of this part of the study will be to
identify distance ranges in which the wavefield exhibits
substantial changes and those in which it does not. Strong
gradients in the radiated energy will translate into large
variations of amplitudes and possible sources of error in analysis.

The effect of source depth of burial will be addressed. Relative
coupling of energy into body and surface waves must be quantified
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before the adequacy of either or both phases as diagnostics for
source strength or character can be judged.

Pahute Mesa is characterized by rhyolitic lava, bedded tuffs, and
ash flow tuffs ranging from partially to derisely welded. This
general structure leads to interfaces which can in some cases be
represented by relatively steep increases or decreases in velocity.
In view of this geological model we will investigate the wave
propagation effects of interfaces near explosive sources.

It is hoped that this study of the 'geometrical' effects of wave
propagation at Pahute Mesa (by 'geometrical' we mean elastic wave
propagation) will help in ascertaining the usefulness of near
source data in constraining the source physics from explosive
sources and possibly the yield of the nuclear device. In light of
this last goal a comparison of an average velocity model for Pahute
Mesa will be made against a site specific model developed through
downhole exploration studies.

The strongest motivation for a numerical study such as this one is
the observational data itself. Figure 1 is a compendium of scaled
peak accelerations observed from a number of Pahute Mesa nuclear
explosions plotted against scaled range. There is an approximate
factor of ten scatter in peak accelerations at any given range. The
physical reason for this scatter could either be the effect of
different wave propagation (depth of burial, proximity to
interfaces, or receiver structure) or source coupling. Sources
below the water table yield the highest amplitudes at most ranges
(solid squares in Figure 1) suggesting a coupling effect. This data
can be contrasted to the variation of peak accelerations from a
single explosion given in Figure 2. Although the data density is
reduced, there is still a large amount of scatter in the data
indicative of wave propagation differences from this single source.
The scatter in the data decreases at longer periods. From the same
data as used in Figure 2 acceleration spectra were determined and
a long period spectral level chosen. This level was then converted
to moment. The average moment in this case is 3.8 x 1023 dyne-cm
with a multiplicative error of 1.49. Scatter in moment values is
reduced from that of peak accelerations (Figure 3). Even in this
data set there is an indication of local receiver effects as stations
with high moments from vertical waveforms also yield high
moments interpreted from the radial and transverse motions
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(Figure 4). The multiplicative errors from the radial and
transverse data were 1.58 and 1.79 respectively.

The approach taken in this study is to bound the variability in near
source waveforms expected from: (1) Offset effects; (2) Depth of
burial effects; (3) Interface effects; and (4) 'Average' versus 'site
specific' geological/geophysical structure.
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METHODOLOGY AND MODELS

A number of researchers (Vidale and Helmberger, 1988; Johnson,
1989; Stump and Johnson, 1984) have noted the importance of both
body and surface waves in near source waveforms. Although the
distances over which observations are made are relatively short
(0-10 kin, this study), the shallow source depths(200-1000m) lead
to these effects. It is important to develop a computational
technique that includes both body and surface waves. Focus in the
initial part of this study will be on offset effects, depth effects,
and interface effects all of which can be addressed with a plane
layered structure.

With the listed constraints and goals the extended reflectivity
method was chosen for seismogram synthesis (Muller, 1985). This
methodology al'ows for the determination of the complete
response of plane layered structures and includes effects of both
body and surface waves. In some instances where waveforms are
dominated by vertically propagating energy the reflectivity method
can be extended to include separate source and receiver structures
(Kind, 1985).

The choice of appropriate geological/geophysical model for Pahute
Mesa lies at the heart of this exercise. Two different models were
chosen in order to replicate variability in waveforms one might
expect from-the range of data types available to a seismologist as
he approaches a new testing area. The first model was developed
from downhole logs recovered from an emplacement hole. This
model is represented by solid lines in Figures 5a and b (HOLE ).

Near surface velocities begin at 1.0 km/s increase to a depth of
approximately 350m (3.0 km/s) where a bedded tuff is enco'intered
and P velocities drop to 1.0 km/s. Below 500m a more competent
materiai is encountered and velocities rise (3.5 km/s) until 630m
where a nonwelded tuff is encountered and velocities drop again
for approximately 70 m to 2.5 km/s. This detailed velocity model
is contrasted with a relatively smooth model (dashed lines Figures
5a and b) developed from the linearized damped least-squares
travel-time inversion of Leonard and Johnson, 1987. Both velocity
models show a similar increase in velocity with depth but low
velocity zones identified in downhole acoustic logs are missing in
the Leonard and Johnson model. Differences in these models will
allow us to quantify the effect of detail structure on radiated
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wavefields and identify the importance of interfaces close to an
explosive source. At a depth scaling of 122m/kt"/ 3 , a 150 kton
explosion would be emplaced at a depth of 648 m close to the
deeper velocity decrease in the HOLE model.

This investigation has several shortcomings and is intended as the
start of a more exhaustive numerical exercise to quantify
propagation effects. The most apparent problem is the plane
layered structure with similar source and receiver effects. The
separate source and receiver algorithm of Kind (1985) will allow
the quantification of some of these effects. Two and three
dimensional models which include the effects of scattering may be
called for at a latter date. No attempt to replicate source depth
effects such as those proposed by Muel~er and Murphy (1973) have
been included. Source coupling differences are ignored when there
is obvious data (Figure 1) that supports its importance.

A characteristic set of waveforms at 0.5 km increments from the
HOLE velocity model is given in Figures 6a-d. The numerical data
are sampled at 32 samples/s and the waveforms are relative
velocity for a source of constant moment. In Figures 6a and b one
can identify the early arriving body waves followed by latter,
longer period surface waves. In order to crudely separate body and
surface waves for this model the data were high and low pass
filtered at 1 Hz. The low pass filtered (4 pole) vertical
components are given in Figure 6c while the high pass data are
replicated in Figure 6d. In the amplitude analysis that follows
these two representations will be used to quantify the effects of
body and surface waves.

In order to contrast the effects of the various propagation iodels
peak velocities were picked. Careful analysis of Figures 6a-d
reveals rapid changes in waveshapes and amplitudes, particularly
for the body waves. As a second, more stable estimate of radiated
seismic energy, the integral of squared velocity was chosen as a
measure of source strength. Since the waveforms involve both
body and surface waves, it cannot be taken as an absolute energy
estimate. The measure is defined as:

IVI= vrx•,t) d t
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A representative set of energy calculations as a function of time
are given in Figures 7a and b. In this case the source is at a depth
of 665m in the low velocity tuffs of model HOLE . The limit as to
approaches infinity is taken as the measure which will be applied
to the observational data. The dispersion in the propagation path
effects can be easily identified as at 1 km the energy plateau is
reached in approximately 2 seconds while at 10 km it takes nearly
18 seconds for the final static value to be reached. These plots are
for waveforms which have been low pass filtered at 1 Hz and as
such they are dominated by surface waves. Plots have been scaled
by r1 to account for cylindrical divergence in surface waves. Peak
values of energy in both radial and vertical plots exhibit smooth
decays as a function of range. This well behaved decay is
interpreted as a stable estimate of source strength with no ranges
at which there are erratic variations.

Similar energy plots but now for high pass filtered waveforms
which emphasize the body waves are given in Figures 8a and b.
These waveforms have been scaled by r2 to replicate spherical
divergence of body waves. Dominance of body waves is illustrated
by the fact that peak energy values are reached at early times at
all range, at 1.5s for 1 km and 4s for the 10km range. Energy
values show significant variation in the 0.5 to 2.0 km range., Thq,
radial value at the 1.0 km range is a factor of two larger than the
0.5 km value (after scaling). These wave propagation variations
indicate that for short source-receiver offsets one would expect
strong variations in the radiated wavelield from the HOLE
velocity model. A more smoothly spatial varying wavefield is
found at the greater source-receiver offsets.

Comparing the body(>lHz) and surface(<lHz) wave results, it is
apparent that high frequencies or body waves exhibit strong
variations in the 0-2 km range with surface waves or long periods
showing more constant decay patterns.
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ANALYSIS

OFFSET EFFECTS: Effects of offset on amplitude and energy in a
sense quantify transition from upgoing to horizontally propagating
to turning rays on seismograms. Waveforms displayed in Figures
6a-d illustrate the dominance of body waves in the 0.5-2.5 km
range with development of a strong surface wave contribution at
more distant ranges. The body wave packet at closest ranges has a
duration of 1-2s while it extends to 4s at 10 km. Surface waves in
contrast extend beyond 16s at the 10 km range for the HOLE
(Figure 5) velocity model. As discussed previously, energy
estimates support a similar picture in terms of ground motion
duration with surface waves dispersing energy over a window
nearly four times the duration of that from the body waves at 10
km.

Peak velocity estimates as a function of offset for the HOLE
velocity model are summarized in Figures 9a and b (>lHz) and
Figures 10a and b(<lHz) while equivalent energy plots are given in
Figures 11 and 12. These plots include data from sources at a
variety of depths which will be discussed in detail latter. For
purposes of quantifying offset effects numerical data for a source
at 616m (solid squares in all plots) will be discussed as a
characteristic data set.

High pass filtered velocity data have been scaled by r1 to account
for body wave decay while low pass filtered data have been scaled
by r0 .5 to correct for surface decay. Similarly energy plots are
scaled by r2 for high pass filtered data and r1 for low pass filtered
data.

Both vertical(Z) and radial(R) high pass filtered velocities show
strong geometrical effects surpassing standard r1 elastic decay.
Beyond 1 km vertical velocities decay as r 1.5 while radial
velocities decay more quickly at r1. 9 . These are elastic effects
introduced by the layered velocity structure reproduced in Figure 5.
The decay in amplitudes is not a smooth function as suggested by
the simple decay laws but a good deal of complexity is introduced
by geological structure with focusing and defocusing. Any one peak
amplitude estimate can diverge from the simple decay laws by 50-
100%.
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Long period peak amplitudes (Figures 10a and b) which are
dominated by surface wave contributions also show spatial decays
in excess of simple r-0.5 elastic half space results. .Beyond 1-2 km
decay rates are r-1-3 for vertical surface waves and r-1.4 for radial
motions. Scatter about these decay laws is much less than that
observed for body waves. As indicated in the figures, variation of
any one measurement from the decay law is at most 10-20%. This
result indicates the more consistent nature of long periods from
the HOLE structure.

Energy estimates for both high pass (Figures 11 a and b) and low
pass (Figures 12a and b) filtered data are more smoothly varying as
a function of offset than the peak amplitudes. This conclusion is
particularly true for body wave energy above 1 Hz. For both high
and low pass filtered data there is a change in decay rate at
approximately 2 km. Beyond this range data decays at a constant
rate. At shorter ranges data decays in some instances and
increases in others. There are significant variations in energy
estimates at distance ranges of less than three depths of burial.
This result was found in the time series displayed in Figures 8a
and b.

DEPTH OF BURIAL EFFECTS: Source depth effects are best
illustrated using the smoothly varying velocity model of Leonard
and Johnson (Figures 5a and b). Since peak amplitude results
showed significant station to station variability and energy
estimates utilizing the entire waveform are more consistent
between individual stations, depth of burial results will be
quantified with the integral of velocity squared. Frequency effects
were determined by high and low pass filtering of the data at 1 Hz.

Major depth changes were considered with sources at 200m, 400m,
and 616m. Low pass filtered vertical and radial peak energy
estimates are reproduced in Figures 13a and b while high pass
filtered data are given in Figures 14a and b. Shallow sources yield
larger energy estimates at the free surface as determined from the
time integral of ground velocity squared. As much as a factor of
ten increase in energy existed for a source buried at 200m
compared to the one at 616m. Differences in energy estimates
decreased with offset, reaching values close to 2 at 10km. These
source energy differences can be compared to the geometrical
decay of energy over the observation range of 0.5 to 10 km. For
high frequencies the energy differences (0.5 to 10 kin) are between
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1000-2000 while for the low frequencies they are between 75-
160. In both the high and low pass data sets the spatial decay is
between 1 and 2 orders of magnitude greater than the energy
differences at a constant range for sources at 200,400 and 616m
depths These 'energy' values are for the integral of velocity
squared. Taking the square root of results gives numbers
comparable to velocity estimates given earlier. Variations
between the 400 and 616m sources in the low pass data then
become 1.4 at 0.5 km and 1.3 at 10 km.

Errors in depth estimation should be much smaller than variations
introduced in these numerical trials. It is concluded that errors in
waveforms introduced through depth errors are small. In contrast
spatial decay of these effects is strong enough that accurate
spatial locations of receivers is important. Data in the 5-10 km
range exhibit the smallest variation with source depth. Data below
1 Hz were found to give more stable estimates.

INTERFACE EFFECTS: The third goal of this numerical exercise was
to quantify effects near source interfaces have on radiated seismic
energy. The HOLE velocity model was chosen to explore this
variation. As indicated in Figure 5, there is an approximate 30%
decrease in P velocity at 630m depth extending to 700m. This
depth range is close to the scaled depth for a 150 kton explosion.
The velocity decrease is representative of velocity changes found
at Pahute Mesa of the the Nevada Test Site. They are
representative of variations introduced by the amount of welding
in the tuffs and transitions to rhyolitic lavas. In order to quantify
these geological effects on seismic radiation a set of synthetic
calculations were completed with sources at 616m (above low
velocity zone), 665m (in low velocity zone), and 750m (below low
velocity zone). Waveforms for the 616m source have been
reproduced in Figures 6a and b. Radial and vertical velocity
records for the 665m source are in Figures 15a and b while those
for the 750m source are in Figures 16a and b. Comparison of these
three sets of time series identifies a dramatic decrease in
amplitudes for the 665 and 750m sources relative to that at 616m.
This decrease in amplitude for the two deeper sources is greatest
at closest offsets and is balanced at farther ranges by slower
spatial decay rates for deeper sources.

These conclusions can be further illustrated by comparirg peak
velocities. Figures 9a and b reproduce the peak amplitudes from
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the high pass filtered data (>1 Hz) Which are dominated by body
waves. Over the 0.5-3km range, the 616m source yields peak
amplitudes that are a factor of two or more greater than those for
the two deeper sources. Although there is a great deal of scatter
in these peak amplitude estimates, data from all three depths of
burial merge near 10 km.

Energy estimates were made for the same high pass filtered data
as well as for a source at 200m DOB in the HOLE velocity
structure. Comparisons of these estimates are given in Figures
Ila and b. As with peak velocity data, energy estimates indicate a
wide difference for data from above (616 and 200m) and below(665
and 750m) the interface at the shortest offsets. This difference
decreases with range. The major effect in the near source
waveforms occurs as the source moves below the first interface of
the low velocity zone. The 665m source which is in the low
velocity zone gives results which are nearly identical to those for
the source at 750m which is completely below the low velocity
zone.

Long period(>lHz) peak amplitude data are given in Figures 10 a and
b. Differences between sources above and below the interface
exhibited by the body waves are greatly reduced for near source
long period (<lHz) surface waves. There is a 20% difference
between peak amplitudes for all three source depths. Long period
energy estimates are reproduced in Figures 12a and b along with
estimates for the 200 m source. There is less than a factor of 2
difference in total energy for the three source depths with this
difference again decreasing with range. At 10km this energy
difference is a factor of 1.8 for the vertical motions ana 1.2 for
the radial. In units of velocity this reduces to factors of 1.3 and
1.1 respectively. These small differences are contrasted by the
large differences already discussed for the 200m DOB suurce.

Interface effects are strongest in high frequency body waves. In
all cases the effect of moving a source above or below an interface
near the scaled depth for a 150 kton explosion decreases with
range. The smallest variations in surface seismic radiation are
found for long period motions (<lHz) which are dominated by
surface waves. At 10 km range the square root of the integral of
squared velocity is found to vary by a factor of 1.3-1.1 as sources
are moved above and below a realistic low velocity zone near shot
depth.
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VELOCITY MODEL COMPARISONS: The final issue that was address"c
in these synthetic tests was the importance of a site specific
velocity model (such as that developed from a downhole log at the
test site) in contrast to an average model for a test site. In order
to quantify this discussion synthetic velocity records were
developed for the 'average' Leonard and Johnson velocity model and
the 'site specific' HOLE-, velocity log. Sources for this final
compariscn were placed at a depth of 616m. Vertical and radial
synthetics were high pass filtered at 1Hz (Figures 17a and b) and
low pass filtered at 1 Hz (Figures 18a and b) for comparison. Peak
velocity differences in these models are remarkably small. The
biggest differences occurs at the smallest offsets Radial data in
Figure 17b for the two velocity models nearly match one another
beyond the 3 km range. The one difference from this general trend
is in the low frequency radial data where the two velocity models
lead to a diverging set of curves with increasing range.

Of the effects considered which include source-receiver offset,
source depth, proximity to an interface, and average/site specific
velocity model, the velocity model seems to have the least effect
on peak amplitudes for the target depth of 616m.
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CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

A program designed to quantify geometrical effects of near source
seismic wave propagation has begun. Analysis is motivated by
observational data from Pahute Mesa of the Nevada Test Site and as
a result velocity models developed in this study are applicable to
this area. Extended reflectivity modeling is used to synthesize
seismograms from plane layered structures in the 0.5 - 10.0 km
range. Calculations show strong contributions from body and
surface waves over this near source region. Surface waves are
particularly strong because of shallow burial depths (200-750m).

Data were crudely separated into body and surface wave
contributions using high and low pass filters centered at 1 Hz. A
general observation is that body waves show stronger amplitude
fluctuations than surface waves when peak velocities are
considered. In order to develop a more stable estimate of source
strength from these observations the time integral of the squared
velocity was introduced as a new waveform measure. Preliminary
analysis of this function(roughly called an energy measure) with
the synthetic data indicates that it is a more robust estimate of
source strength.

Four specific questions were addressed in this initial waveform
modeling exercise using the measures discussed. These questions
dealt with the quantification of the following effects: (1)Source-
receiver offset; (2)Proximity of interfaces to the source; (3)
Source depth of burial; and (4)'Average' vs 'Site Specific' velocity
models.

The effect of offset on the radiated wavefield was found to be the
strongest at horizontal distances of 0 to 3 depths of burial. The P
waves (as quantified by data above 1 Hz) were most variable over
this range. Adjacent stations separated by only 0.5 km were found
to change in amplitude by a factor of two. These changes were
seen as both velocity increases and decreases. At greater
distances body waves decayed according to a power law which
always exceeded simple geometrical spreading. Radial velocity
decayed as r1- 9 while vertical velocities decayed as 1-5.
Surface wave peak amplitudes also showed some variation in
amplitudes at close source to receiver offsets. At ranges greater
than 1-2 km surface waves fit power law decay patterns. These
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decays exceeded cylindrical spreading with values of r1. 4 for
vertical components and r-1- 3 for radial components. Variations in
individual surface wave observations from this decay were 10-
20%, much smaller than that observed for body waves. Energy
estimates (integral of the square of velocity) exhibited
dramatically reduced scatter from station to station when
compared to peak amplitude estimates.

Source proximity to an interface was replicated with a series of
sources at depths of 616, 665 and 750 m in the HOLE velocity
model (Figure 5). The 616m source is above a low velocity zone,
the 665m source is ir the low velocity zone, and the 750m source
is below the zone. Strong differences in the body waves generated
by the source above the low velocity zone and those in and below
the zone were obseried. Over the 0.5 to 3.0 km range, the 616m
source yielded body waves above 1 Hz that were a factor of two to
four larger than those for either of the two deeper sources.
Differences between the data from the three source depths
decreased with increasing offset. Long period waveforms
represented by surface wave contributions were much less
affected by source depth with differences in the range of 20%
between individual peak amplitudes for the three source depths.

Source depth effects were quantified by considering sources at
200, 400, and 616m. Energy estimates indicated that as much as a
factor of ten increase in surface energy for the 200m source
compared to the 616m source. These differences were greatest at
short source-receiver offsets and decreased to a factor of 2 at 10
km. Source depth effects were 1 to 2 orders of magnitude less
than the change in energy due solely to geometrical spreading over
the 0.5 to 10 km range. Variations between the 400 and 616m
sources were even less. The conclusion drawn from these trials
was that for reasonable constraints on source depth variations in
radiated energy will be small at large (3-10km) offsets for the
velocity model considered.

The final set of trials focused on two sets of synthetics, one from
an average Pahute Mesa velocity structure and the second from a
specific model developed with downhole information. Sources
were placed at 616m in both structures. Differences between
synthetics for the two models were small compared to other
effects identified in these trials. Again the biggest differences
occurred at small offsets.
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These trials have identified that peak velocity estimates in the
near source region may exhibit strong lateral variations at close
offsets and high frequencies which are dominated by body waves.
These differences degrade when greater offsets or longer periods
(surface waves) are considered. The integral of squared velocity is
found to be a stable source estimate. These new criteria may be
useful in analyzing observational data sets. Effects of interfaces
and low velocity layers were found to be strongest for body waves
at short offsets. Finally, with reasonable estimates of source
depth this error should not be dominant in observational data as
long as the source is not near an interface.

Purely geometrical wave propagation effects have been identified
in thece numerical exercises with no consideration of coupling
effects. Strong effects, as big as a factor of 4, have been found for
high frequency body waves at short offsts. Reduced effects are
found for longer period surface waves at great source to receiver
offsets. These facors are less than the factor of 10 found in the
observational data set. Additional scatter must be introduced by
lateral variations in the geological structure and coupling effects
from explosion to explosion. The fact that scatter in peak
amplitude data does not decay with range as suggested by these
numerical trials also calls for one of these other mecha.nisms.

Many things have not been considered by these trials. Our next step
is to complete ray tracing in the structure to come to a better
understanding of the reasons for the large variations in body waves
at short offsets. The stability of long period, long offset data
motivates a new analysis of t!f 3 observational data reproduced in
Figures 1-4. The reduced scatter in long period moment estimates
may be a reflection of physical effects explored in these trials.
Implementation of energy estimation to the observational data set
is now warranted.

Consideration of separate source and receiver structures on near
source waveforms must also be completed. This modeling is the
first step in investigating lateral variations in propagation path.
We intend to begin this analysis with the method of Kind (1985).
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Abstract
Near-source data from the nuclear explosion Coalora detonated at Yucca Flats,

Nevada Test Site are utilized to constrain the seismic source function. The

equivalent seismic source is interpreted in terms of physical processes in the

source region with the aid of data from within the explosion's nonlinear

region. The isotropic, deviatoric, and cylindrical spall contributions are

separated and quantified. Standard spectral interpretations of the radiated

wavefield for source resolution are contrasted against complete waveform

modeling with moment tensor determination. Individual waveform spectra

(source-receiver offsets < 2 kin) can be intFrpreted in terms of an isotropic

source model which is in agreement with a Mueller-Murphy model,

including f-2 high frequency decay and source comer frequency of 1.8 Hz.

Moment tensor inversion produces an isotropic source strength of 8x10 20

dyne cm while scalar moments from the spectral interpretation are a factor of
2.5 larger. This difference is attributed to the application of simple

propagation path corrections in the spectral interpretation. The deviatoric

component of the moment tensor is a factor of 5-10 times smaller than the

isotropic component. Deviatoric source radius, as estimated from the spectral

data, is 124 m, smaller than the equivalent elastic source radius which is

bounded between 133-202 m. Stress drop estimated with the Brune source

model is 84 bars with an average slip of 33 cm. The spall source contribution

is longer period and delayed in time fiom the initial explosion. Its

contribution to the diagonal elements of the moment tensor is dominant on

the Mzz component at least a factor of 3 la:ger than the My, and l,xx

components. Spall source strength from waveform inversion is within a

factor of 2 of forward spall models developed from acceleration data within

the spall zone but is longer in duration than the forward model, reflecting the

effect of a quasi-point source assumption in the forward models. Complex
propagation effects dominate the data beyond 2 km. This complexity is

exemplified by wavetrains at 5.1 km that extend to beyond 20 s in duration

and similarity of radial, vertical, and transverse acceleration spectra in

contrast to short waveform durations and strong spectra! dif-'er.nces between

transverse and radial-vertical spectra at distances less than 2 km. Th2se

propagation path effects suggest that source biases can develop at ranges as

close as 2-5 km.
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Introduction

Seismic source studies of underground explosions are motivated by the need
to separate physical processes that generate seismic waves at near-source,
regional, and teleseismic distances. These physical processes include but are

not limited to direct coupling of the spherical explosion, repartitioning of
energy near the free surface by tensile failure and driven motions along
planes of weakness, and tectonic stress release. Application of such physically

based models to seismic data is necessary for a complete understanding of
discrimination issues and yield determination for the purposes of nuclear test
ban treaty verification. A physically based model of the source provides the
methodology to extrapolate from one geological environment to another and

therefore can be tested against new data sets.

The simplest characterization of the seismic source consists of a spherically

symmetric or isotropic equivalent elastic source function. A variety of such
models have been developed with different parameterizations and
constrained by not only near-source but regional and teleseismic data
(Haskell, 1967; Mueller and Murphy, 1971; von Seggern and Blandford, 1972;
Wallace and Burger, 1987). These characterizations have been extended to
chemical explosions (Stump and Reinke, 1987; Stump, 1987).

Additional phenomena accompany the detonation of an underground
explosion. One of these secondary processes is near-surface-layer tensile
failure, spall(Eisler and Chilton, 1964; Eisler et al, 1966). As the initial
spherical compressive wave from the explosion encounters the free surface, it

reflects as a tensile wave propagating away from th_ free surface. This tensile
wave may fail near-surface layers. Momentum trapped in the layer results in
the failed material following a ballistic trajectory. This nonlinear process may

be responsible for repartitioning part of the explosion energy as seen in the
radiated seismic wavefield. The importance of this process as a sou'rce of
seismic waves was addressed by Viecelli (1973). He argued that spall had a
significant contribution to surface waves at 10-20 km. Day et Al (1983)
presented a spall model which conserved momentum and found that the
process had no contribution to 20 s surface waves at teleseismic distances.
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Stump (1985) argued from data within the spall zone that the process made a

significant contribution to near-source surface waves from chemical

explosions although at a much shorter period (.1-1 s) than Day's surface wave

analysis. Patton (1990) has analyzed near-source observations in the spall

zone at Pahute Mesa, NTS in order to develop scaling relations for spall mass

and momentum. Day and McLaughlin (1991) show the equivalence of point

force and moment tensor representations of the equivalent spall source

model which could be developed from such measurements. Other authors

have argued that the spall secondary source can have important contributions

to regional waves (Patton, 1988; Taylor and Randall, 1989) and teleseismic P

waves (Schlittenhardt, 1991).

Transverse shear motions and Love waves have been observed from all types

of explosions (Kisslinger et al, 1961; Ohta, Y. and A. Kubotera, 1968; Aki and

Tsai, 1972; Wallace et al, 1985; Burger et al, 1986). Transverse motions have

been attributed to mode conversions and scattering (Gupta and Blandford,

1983), tectonic strain release (Ak-. and Tsai, 1972; Wallace et al, 1985; Burger et

al, 1986), or driven motion along planes of weakness (Bache et al, 1979).

Quantification of these complex propagation effects and deviatoric source

contributions are important for verification applications as they make the

explosions look more earthquake-like and may bias seismic yield estimates.

Trade-offs between the seismic source (it's strength and physical

characterization) and propagation path effects are possible in any study of the

equivalent linear source representation. The focus of this study is on near-

source data (< 6 km) where propagation path effects can be minimized. Even

at these close ranges a number of authors have presented evidence for

propagation path complications. McLaughlin et al (1983) utilizing closely

spaced arrays found a degradation in coherence above 5 HIz for observations at

6 km from nuclear explosions. Vidale and Heimberger(1987) give evidence

for two dimensional structural effects on near-source waveforms from

nuclear explosions at the Nevada Test Site (NTS).

The seismic experiment on the Coalora event (Yucca Flats, NTS) which we

report was designed to quantify both the deviatoric and isotropic parts of the

equivalent elastic nuclear source in partially saturated tuffs and alluvium,
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primary materials in which the United States tests nuclear devices (US, Dept

of Energy, 1987). Several investigators have studied near-source ground

motion from explosions in these materials (Werth and Herbst, 1962; Perret

and Bass, 1976). The Yucca Flats test site was chosen because of the vast

quantity of geological and geophysical site characterization information.

Ferguson et al (1988) studied the basin structure under Yucca Flats with high

resolution seismic reflection and gravity data. The geologic structure close to

the experiment is well constrained by many downhole geological and

geophysical measurements (Figure 2). As a result, structural effects can be

taken into account close to the source (< 2 kin).
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Experimental Design

The Coalora experiment had an announced yield of "less than 20 kilotons

(kt)" (US Dept of Energy, 1987). The working point (WP) depth of the

explosion was 274 m in Yucca Flats (Figure 1). A great variety of geological

and geophysical information was available to constrain the wave propagation

model. Figure 2 summarizes these data which include the surface expression

of Yucca Fault, location of a seismic reflection survey, downhole acoustic logs,

and locations of available geologic cross sections such as that developed

around the Coalora emplacement hole (Figure 1).

The Yucca Flats structure summarized in the inset of Figure 1 is based upon

the seismic reflection survey and inversion of available gravity data

(Ferguson et al, 1988). The model consists of layers of alluvium, tuff, wet tuff,

and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. Paleozoics are near the surface on either

side of the 10 km wide valley. At the center of the valley, where the shot was

detonated, depth to the Paleozoics is 1 km. The Coalora cross section in

Figure 1 gives more shot region detail. Major geologic characteristics include

Yucca fault with a maximum 150 m of displacement within 300 m of the

working point, interbedded tuffs, and 500 m water table. Large velocity and

density contrasts exist within the interbadded tuffs. A downhole acoustic log

333 m NW of Coalora (Figure 3a) indicates near-surface velocity of 1.5 km/s

with a positive gradient to 2.0 km/s at 400 mi. Below 400m, the vitrified

Rainier Mesa tuff reaches a velocity of 3.0-3.5 km/s. This particular log does

not penetrate below this material. A second log, U31a, (Figure 3b), 1.5 km N of

Coalora, shows similar effects. At this location, two vitrified tuff units, the

Ammonia Tanks between 210-275 m and the Rainier Mesa between 335-40v

m, are apparent.

The instrumentation array within two depths of burial of the Coalora ground

zero is illustrated in Figure 4. These gages are used to constrain the depth and

range of spall and imp.'ove resolution of spall contributions to near-source

waveforms. Included in this array are two downhole packages in the

emplacement hole for the purposes of constraining the depth of spall. The
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Figure 1: Geological cross section passing through the emplacement hole for

the Coalora explosion. The general Yucca Flats velocity model as determined

by Ferguson et al, 1988 is given in figures lower left hand corner.
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Figure 2: Map summarizing geological information available for constraining

structure in and around the Coalora test site. The SMJN cross section is based

upon a reflection survey, stars represent geologic cross sections based upon
emplacement or exploratory holes, and DHAL are dry hole acoustic logs.
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Figure 4: Plan view of accelerometer array within two source depths of burial.

Cross bar in the center of figure is representative of ground zero.
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abundance of data at different azimuths and ranges from the source provides
oppor.unity for improved resolution of the deviatoric source contribution.
All 13 dose-in accelerometers were hardwired to a central recording site. Data

were recorded on high speed analog tape recorders and digitized post-test.

The second part of the instrumentation array consisted of three-component

force-balance accelerometers with digital event recorders placed between 0.86
and 5.10 km (Figure 5). A total of 20, three-component stations were installed.

The data were sampled at 200 samples per second. Data words were each 12

bits.

- --. two nccelerometer arrays were designed to provide data over a range of
-n uths and distances such that contributions from the spherical explosion,

the z-,vindrical spall, and the deviatoric source components could be
separately resolved.
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Figure 5: Three-component force-balance accelerometers recorded with digital
event recorders. Stations span the bounds of Yucr~a Flats with closest stations
0.86 km and most distant 5.16 kin.
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Observational Data

Vertical accelerograms from within the spall zone are reproduced in Figure 6.

Records are characterized by arrival of the compressive wave, minus-one-g-
dwell during free-fall, and impulsive rejoin. The closest downhole gauge at a
depth of 114 m shows evidence of multiple spall while the most distant free-

surface gauge that showed a spall signature was at a horizontal range of 274 m
(a radial distance equal to one depth of burial). Spall extends to just beyond

one depth of burial in the Coalora experiment. Two delineations of the total
spall zone are given by the solid and dashed lines in Figure 6. Limited data
existed for defining the depth of spall directing below ground zero (GZ) and
no data existed for spall depth beyond GZ. The depth of spall below GZ was
placed conservatively just below the deepest gage that spalled. The boundary
of the spall zone at other distances was taken in its simplest form as a linear
line connecting the deepest spalled gage and the first free surface range where
spall was not observed. Based on more complete spall data sets from
chemical explosions (Stump, 1985), spall zone shape is found to be more bowl
like, thus the more extensive dashed line model. The exact shape of the spall
zone is dependent upon the material properties around the explosion, source
depth and size. Due to a lack of complete azimuthal coverage in the spall
zone the process was assumed cylindrically symmetric. Records from

geophones at a horizontal distance of 93 m and four azimuths separated by

900 yielded arrival times which were identical within 3 ms. This scatter is

within measurement error and so supports at least an initially cylindrical
pulse from the explosion. These gages were clipped after the first arrival and
cannot be used to estimate symmetry from latter arriving phases.

Observational data within two depths of burial are summarized in Figure 7.
Vertical (Z), radial (R), and transverse (T) displacement waveforms at three

549 m range stations are displayed. Displacements result from twice
integrating the accelerograms. Waveshapes for the radial and vertical
displacements at the different azimuths are very similar although peak
amplitudes vary by 30% about the mean. Relative to the vertical and radial,
transverse displacements are shorter in duration, exhibit larger variations in
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COALORA DISPLACEMENT
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Figure 7: Displacement waveforms (accelerations integrated twice) at three

azimuths from source and at a range of 549 m. Vertical(Z), radial(R), and
transverse(T) displacements are given. Peak displacements in c=n.
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amplitude, and change first motion as a function of azimuth;. Large
amplitude, relatively simple transverse motions are observed at ranges equal

to two depths of burial. Displacement spectra were estimated for the vertical

and transverse records at the 549 m range (Figure 8). Envelope functicnr

were fit to each spectrum with a long period level, corner frequency, and high

frequency decay. Transverse spectra (549m range) exhibit higher corner
frequencies, more rapid decay cf high frequencies, and lower long period
levels than the vertical spectra. These spectral parameters will be used as
source model constraints.

Accelerograms recorded at morp distant ranges (0.86-5.10 km) are summarized

in Figures 9a(Z), 9b(R), 9,:.(r). Four representative ranges (0.86, 1.66, 3.38, and
5.10 km) have been cho.,an from the 20 instruments fielded. The effect of the

two- and three-dimensional structure of Yucca Flats (Figure 1) becomes

apparent in these waveforms. At 5.10 km range, near the valley edge, all
three components of motion exhibit a complex wave train with duration of

over 20 s. Displacement records and spectra for the 5.10 km data are given in

Figure 10. Unlike the simple waveforms at 549 m with obvious spectral
differences between vertical and transverse components, all three

components at this range have nearly identical spectral shapes and
amplitudes. The resulting source corner frequency one would interpret from

the data is reduced from that observed at the closer ranges, especially on the

transverse components. The 5.10 km waveforms and spectra are evidence

that more distant observations are strongly influenced by complex geological
structure underneath Yucca Flats. Simple spectral source interpretations

would be severely biased at this more distant data.

The effect of the valley structure around Coalora was quantified with two and
three dimensional finite element calculations by Wojcik and Vaugn (1984).

Results of these calculations show asymmetries in the radiated wavefield

beyond 1-2 km. Transverse motions in these calculations attributable to

diffraction by the Yucca Fault were 20-30% the size of radial and vertical
motions. Since the main purpose of this study is to constrain the physical

parameters of the seismic source function, primary emphasis will be placed

on observational data well away from boundaries of the valley. Modeling
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Figure 8: Spectral estimates from vertical(Z) and transverse(T) waveforms in

Figure 7. Original time series were windowed with a 10% cosine taper. A
simple spectral model consisting of a constant long period level, a high

frequency decay (fn), and a corner frequency (f was fit to the data. Light line

in each spectrum is this model with arrow representative of fc"
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Figure 9a,b,c- Vertical(a),. radial(b), and transverse(c) accelerograms spanning
the 0.86-5.10 km range.
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Flguie 10: Vertical(Z), radial(R), and transverse(T) displacements and

displacement spectra from data at 5.16 km range. Z and R spectra have been

arbitrarily scaled by factors of 100 and 10 so that all three could be compared

on a single plot.
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and interpretation will be restricted to observations within 2 km of the
explosion.
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Standard Temporal and Spectral Source Interpretations

The simplest interpretation of near-source seismic data involves utilization
of spectral measures such as long period level for seismic moment and comer
frequency for source dimension. In order to test these measures with the
Coalora data set, spectra such as those displayed in FigLr.e 8 were used to
estimate long period spectral level, comer frequency, and high frequency

decay (Table 1). Radial and vertical components were assumed to be

dominated by the isotropic source component. Transverse motions were
assigned to the deviatoric source. Based on the valley size beneath Yucca
Flats, increasing waveform complexity with range, growing homogeneity of
RTZ spectra with range, and 2/3D simulations of Wojcik and Vaugn (1984)

source analysis was limited to data within 2200 m of the explosion working
point. Moment estimates for isotropic and deviatoric source contribution are

given in Figure 11:

MI = 4xpRa 2n 3  (1a)

2
MD = 4xpRP312, (1b)

Density (p) was taken from emplacement hole data at shot depth as 1.8
gm/cm3,, compressional velocity (a) as 1.9 km/s, and shear velocity (03) as 1.16
km/s which implies a Poisson's ratio Nv) of 0.2. Qo is long period
displacement spectral level. The high shear velocity was chosen so that
deviatoric moments would be an upper bound relative to isotropic moments.
Following the methodology of Archuieta et al. (1987) average log moments
and their standard deviations were computed according to:

log (M0 ) = [(1 /ns) log (14)1
(2a)

ns

std dev (log M)) (log Mi - log )
ns-"1 (2b)



Table la: Deviatoric Estimates

Station Range DC fc Slope Moment
(m) (cm-s) (Hz) (dyne-cm)

GM2T 274 0.37 3.4 3 3.6x10 20

GM4T 365 0.34 3.3 2+ 4.44020
GM6T 389 0.32 3.5 3 4.3x10 20
GM7T 612 0.09 4.0 4 2.0x102 0

GM8T 614 0.10 3.5 2+ 2.1x10 20

GM9T 612 0.30 3.5 3+ 6.4x10 2 0

GMIOT 307 0.49 3.5 3" 5.3x102 0

OM11T 495 0.24 3.7 3+ 4.3x10 2 0
SIT 893 0.10 3.5 4 3.1x102 0
S3T 940 0.10 2.8 3 3.3410 2 0
S5T 1692 0.07 3.4 4 4.2x102 0
S7T 1663 0.06 2.6 2+ 3.8x10 20
S8T 1722 0.10 3.0 4 6.1x10 20
S11T 2117 0.10 2.2 3 75x102 0
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Table ib: Isotropic Estimates

Station Range DC fc Slope Moment
(m) (cm-s) (Hz) (dyne-cm)

GM7Z 612 0.30 1.8 2 2.8x102 1

GM7R 612 0.36 2.1 2+ 3.4x102 1

GM8Z 614 0.30 1.6 2 2.8x10 2 1

GM8R 614 0.36 1.8 2 34x10 2 1

GM9Z 612 0.34 1.8 2+ 3.2x102 1

GM11Z 495 0.34 2.0 2 2.6x0 2 1

GM11R 495 0.90 1.4 2 6.9x40 2 1

SIZ 893 0.20 1.9 2 2.8x10 2 1

SIR 893 0.38 1.6 2+ 5.3x102 1

S3Z 940 0.24 2.0 3+ 3.5x10 2 1

S3R 940 0.40 2.0 3 5.8x1021
S5Z 1692 0.21 1.4 2 5.5x102 1

SSR 1692 0.20 1.7 2+ 5.3x10 2 1

S7Z 1663 0.16 1.6 2+ 4.1x10 2 1

S7R 1663 0.26 1.7 2+ 6.7x40 2 1
S8Z 1722 0.11 1.7 2+ 2.9x10 2 1

S11Z 2117 0.12 1.9 3 3.6x102 1

S11R 2117 0.10 2.1 3 3.3x10 2 1
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Mean isotropic and deviatoric logarithmic moments from observational data
were 21.29 (standard deviation of mean 0.14) and 20.60 (s.d.m. 0.16)
respectively. These estimates for Mi(isotropic) and MO(deviatoric) moments

are 1.95 x 1021 and 3.97 x 1020 dyne-cm. The isotropic scalar moment is a
factor 4.91 larger than the deviatoric scalar moment. The maltiplicative error

term is defined according to:

EM, = antilog [std dev (log (Mo))] (3)

The multiplicative error term for the isotropic and deviatoric moments are
1.36 and 1.44. The standard deviations (std dev) of the two means are nearly
equal.

Comer frequencies were estimated by fitting an envelope function to the data
(Figure 8). These comer frequencies are displayed in Figure 12 as a function of

source-receiver separation. Transverse comer ýrequencies are significantly
larger than radial or vertical estimates at close range. This difference
"decreases with increasing range. The slow decay of the transverse comer
relative to the more constant radial/vertical values may reflect the
importance of the attenuation model in interpreting high frequency source

comers beyond 1200-1400 m. The lower isotropic comer frequency appears
unaffected to 2200 m. Mean isotropic comer frequency is 1.82 Hz with a
multiplicative error term of 1.12. Mean deviatoric come'r frequency is 3.28 Hz
with a multiplicative error term of 1.13.

In order to interpret the data Mueller-Murphy source models were calculated
for detonations of 1, 10, and 100 kt in alluvium. A scaled depth of 122

m/kt1 / 3 was used. Velocity and density structure was chosen appropriate for
the Coalora site and consistent with values used to interpret the scalar
moments. Envelop functions were fit to the Mueller-Murphy source
spectrum to replicate analysis applied to the observations. High frequency

decay in Mueller-Murphy source model is close to that found in the R/Z daf.i,

f-2 (Table la). The observed isotropic comer frequency of 1.82 falls between
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model values of 2.5 Hz for 1 kt and 1.7 Hz for 10 kt, consistent with the
announced yield of "less than 20 kt."

Spall is a secondary sou..ce process that occurs near the free surface.

Accelerometer data firom within the spall zone (Figure 6) were used to
develop an equivalent body force mode! for this process. The model
represents spall as a set of vertical point forces that conserve momentum (Day

et al, 1983) which can be shown to be equivalent to the standard moment
tensor representation (Day and McLaughlin, 1991). Escape velocity of near
surface material is constrained by integrals of the accelerograms while total
spall mass (mT) is estimated from the data (Figure 6). Bounds placed on the
spall process were discussed in the earlier observational data section. Spall
mass estimates (solid and dashed lines, Figure 6) for this explosion were 1.2-

4.4x1010 kg. Following Stump (1985), temporal and spatial finiteness of the
spall zone is replicated with a source rise time, TSR. Initiation time of the
failure process across the test bed is used as an estimate of the secondary

source uise time. Physically this rise time reflects the fact that spall initiation
does not occur simultaneously over the eý'.'Ire test bed but is dependent upon
tensile strength of the material, geometry of the explosion, and propagation
velocitY of the media. In addition to spall rise time, an average spall dwell
time, TS, is needed in the three vertical forces that make up the total
equivalent seismic source. This value is also estimated from the spall zone
data. With these parameters the three vertical forces that represent (1) spall
initiation, (2) material relaxation, and (3) rejoin beccome:

fl (t) = [(00 -. • + I&-) mT Vo (H(t) - H(t - TSR))]
ThR ThR ThR (4a)

+ (H t)- £ - TsR)))l
T hR T hR

f2 (t) = -mT g + (H(t-TsR) - H(t - TS))
(_6-, 15(t-T04 ÷1(-T)ý

L (H(t - Ts) - H(t - Ts - TsR)) (4b)
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[f3o(t'T) 60(t - Ts> I 30(t - Ts) MT Ts)1
f3W TiR TtR T9R mTQ(-ý

-H(t - Ts - TsR)) (4c)

Spall rise time for Coalora was taken as 300ms. Dwell time varied across the

test bed, a value of 300 ms with a consistent escape velocity of 1.47 m/s was

chosen. The approximate equivalence of spall rise time and dwell time has

been observed in chemical explosion tests (Stump, 1985). The smoothness of

the time function decreases the high frequency spall signal. A lower bound

source contribution was calculated by assuming a spall mass of 1.2x10 10 kg.

The resulting source time function and its spectrum are given in Figure 13.

The time domain results emphasize the initial downward force due to

material failure (1), the upward relaxation of the unspalled body (2), and the

downward force associated with spall rejoin (3). The model predicts a peak

force of 1.1xI016 dynes and a time duration of approximately 0.6 s. The

peaked spectrum results in little contribution from spall at the long periods or

high frequencies, but strong effects around the dominate period of 0.6 s. This

'dominant' period is below the characteristic comer frequency of the

explosion model (1.7-2.5 Hz) but close enough in frequency to bias comer

frequency or long period spectral levels if it is strong. The peaked nature of

the secondary source could in some cases be misinterpreted in terms of

explosion overshoot. The time integral of the spall force model gives a

maximum value of 7.2x10 14 dy'ne-cm which will be used latter to compare to

the time derivative of the moment tensor determined by inversion of the

near-source data.

Full use of transverse waveforms and spectra at the closest ranges (<122.00m) is

dependent upon a deviatoric source model. One possible representation is

that attributed to Brune (1970) in which a shear stress is applied

instantaneously to the fault surface and the resulting displacement field

determined. Strictly speaking this model is only appropriate for earthquake

sources. One could imagine that this shear stress is a result of the initial

compressive waves from the source being resolved along planes of weakness
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or bedding planes in the geological material surrounding the explosion. For
such a deviatoric source model the shear wave (T) spectrum can be
interpreted in terms of moment, stress drop, fault radius, and average slipr.

Application of this model to the Coalora transverse spectral data (Figure 8 and
Table 1a) results in the source properties given in Table 2. Corner frequency
decreases with increasing range beyond about I km (Figure 12). Since the

Brune model interpretation assumes the spectral corner frequency is
characteristic of the source, data within 1 km of the explosion were used in

the deviatoric source analysis. Source radii estimated from these data range
from 110-144 m (124 m mean, 885 standard deviation of the mean -s.d.m).

Stress drops varied from 47-149 bars (89 bars mean, 34 s.d.m). Average
displacements on the fault were 18-56 cm (33 cm mean, 12 s.d.m). Source
displacements calculated from the radiated wavefield are similar in size to
displacements on faults and bedding planes found upon re-entering tunnels
surrounding nuclear explosions at Rainier Mesa (Kennedy, 1984).

Using Coalora shot medium properties, equivalent elastic radii for a I and 10
kt explosion were calculated to be 133 m and 202 m respectively. The average
deviatoric source radius from this study, 124 m, falls inside the equivalent
elastic radii. Bache et al (1979) studied regional records (131-368 km) from the
nuclear explosions Mighty Epic and Diablo Hawk at Rainier Mesa, NTS to
conmtrain block motions. They estimated deviatoric moments for the two

shots to be 1.3x1021 dyne-cm and 2.6x10 2 1 dyne-cm respectively. Since corner
frequencies could not be unambiguously determined by Bache et al. (1979),
trade-offs existed for the range of possible source parameters. Source radii
between 168-385 m coupled with displacements between 11-46 cm and stress
drops of 20-120 bars bounded the possibilities. Equivalent elastic radii for the

two events were estimated at 160 m. Deviatoric source radii in Bache's
analysis appear to be larger than elastic radii although these estimates are not
directly obtained from spectral data. Motions along faults and bedding planes

were measured following the Mighty Epic and Diablo Hawk tests
(Kennedy,1984). Fault motions from Mighty Epic were between 0.24 m and
1.68 m at ranges of 74-124 m. The radius which encompasses these
displacements is slightly less than the elastic radius as found for the Coalora

experiment. These displacements represent motions on isolated planes



Table 2I Brune Model

Station Range Radius Stress Drop Displacement
(in) (m) (bars) (cm)

GM2 274 127 76 29
GM4 365 131 87 34GM6 389 123 100 37
GM7 612 110 66 21GM8 614 123 49 18GM9 612 123 149 56GM10 307 123 124 46
GM11 495 117 120 42Si 850 123 70 26S3 900 144 47 20$5 1670 149 62 28
S7 1640 144 51 22S8 1700 144 87 38$11 2100 172 54 28
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which when summed would yield the Coalora near-source transverse
observations.
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Waveform Modeling and Inversion

Synthetic Green's functions for Yucca Flats around te Coalora explosion
were developed so that waveform modeling for source determination could
be completed. Geological and geophysical structure data utilized in these
calculations were presented in the experimental section. The velocity-depth
model is given in Figure 14. A linear velocity gradient in the top 0.3 km is
followed by a jump in the P and S velocity at the vitrified tuffs. A slight jump
in P velocity at the water table (500 m) is followed by a positive velocity
gradient to the Paleozoics where another large step in velocity is recorded. A
simple attenuation model was assumed with Q equal to 100 and Q. equal to

44. Although important, little information exists for constraining shear wave
velocities. Poisson's ratio was taken as 0.25. Synthetics were calculated
utilizing the extended reflectivity methodology (Muller, 1985) so that the
effects of both body and surface waves could be included. Green's functions
for a pure explosion source are displayed in Figure 15 along with )bservations
at 411/850 m (solid line-radial, dotted line-vertical).

Rather than attempt a trial and error waveform matching procedure, Green's
functions were used in a constrained inversion of observational data. The
first trial assumed that the waveforms could be modeled with just an

isotropic source. In this case the only unknown is the source strength and its
time/frequency function:

Un = Gnkk Mkk T(f) (5)

where Un are the radial and vertical motions, Gnkk are the Green's

functions of the isotropic source, Mkk are the absolute source strength, and

T(O) is the source spectral shape. In the constrained inversions the source

strength (Mi&) and shape (T(f)) are determined by matrix inversion given a
set of Green's functions (Gnk,k) and observational data (Un). This procedure

can be applied to single or multiple source observations. Figure 16 is the

resulting source spectrum and time functions from application of this
procedure to one set of vertical and radial waveforms (transverse unfit
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because of isotropic assumption) from the Coalora explosion at a range of 411
m. Isotropic moments determined by this procedure for all single station data

between 411 and 2100 m are given in Figure 17. The mean isotropic moment

estimate is 6.94020 dyne-cm, smaller than the scalar'source estimates since
Green's functions used in the inversion focus more energy to the free surface
than the simple propagation path corrections used in scalar source
interpretation. Although the constrained isotropic moments have a factor of
4 scatter, they indicate no systematic increase or decrease in moment with
range. This result indicates that propagation path effects within this range

were properly taken into account in a relative way.

These constrained inversions may be biased if spall or deviatoric source
contributions are important. Full moment tensor inversions were conducted
to assess these secondary source contributions:

Un(f) = Gnij(f) Mji(f) (6)

In this case all six elements of the moment tensor, Mij, are determined at each

frequency value given the matrix of Green's functions, Gni,j, and the
observational data, Un, in the frequency domain. The observations within 2

km of the explosion working point were used in these inversions, a total of
eleven, three-component observations. The basis for this data choice was

discussed earlier.

Summary of one source inversion is given in Figure 18, where observed and

calculated vertical, radial, and transverse velocity records are reproduced.
One measure of the adequacy of the source inversion is how well the
resulting source predicts the observations. Correlation coefficients for

individual records range from 0.71 to 0.94. Transverse motionr are as wellJ
modeled as vertical and radial components.

A second criteria in judging the inversions is the size of the condition

number (ratio of largest to smallest eigenvalue) of the Giq matrix as a
function of frequency. These values give a measure of resolution of model
parameters by the data. The condition numbers are between 10 and 20 across
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the entire frequency band for the array. Experience with synthetic inversiorns

with realistic noise indicate that these values are more than acceptable.

The time derivative of the moment tensor and its integral for the Coalora

source inversion are given in Figure 19. The source is dominated by diagonal

elements of the moment tensor. The initial pulse is symmetric and is
followed by a secondary long period contribution, largest on the M3 3

component, the vertical dipole. This secondary source found on the diagonal

elements of the moment tensor is consistent with the spall forward model

discussed earlier. As Day and McLaughlin (1991) show, the moment tensor

representation of the spall source function is proportional to the doubly

integrated body force representation of spall scaled by a 2/h, where a is the P

velocity (1.9 krn/s) and h is the source depth (274no assumed in the moment

tensor inversions. The integral of the body foce spall model developed

earlier (7.15xi0 14 dyne-s) can be compared to the strength of the secondary
long period arrival on the Mzz component of the moment rate tensor in

Figure 19. The source strength of this secondary pulse from the moment
tensor inversion is 1.7xi021 dyne-cm/s which compares to the forward spall
model estimate of 9.4xi0 20 dyne-<m/s. The spall forward model assumed the

lower bound of spall mass (1.2 - 4.4x1010 kg)so with an intermediate mass

estimate the forward model from the spall zo.te data and the inverse model

from moment tensor inversion would be in very close agreement for spall

source strength. The secondary spall pulse in Figure 19 is 1.5 s in duration
which is a factor of two longer than the forward spall model. This increased

duration may reflect the approximate way in which spall spatial finiteness is
taken into accouid in the forward model.

Off-diagonal elements of the moment tensor are a factor of 5-10 smaller than

the diagonal elements supporting the small deviatoric scalar moments

determined earlier. Separation of the deviatoric components of the moment
tensor is complicated by the apparent spall contribution. No attempt was
made at further analysis of the deviatoric component.
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The peak in the diagonal elements of the moment tensor is 7.9x10 20 dyne-cm.
This moment estimate compares with the mean scalar value of 1.95x4021 and
the average constrained value of 6.9x40 20 .
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Implications

The Coalora experiment offered the opportunity to constrain important

source processes contributing to near-source ground motion from a nuclear

explosion. Data identified important contributions from the isotropic source,

spall, and other deviatoric sources. The instrumental array included gages

from within the spall zone out to ranges comparable to the scale of the major

geological feature, Yucca Flats. Detailed site characterization data from

throughout the valley were available for constraining propagation path

effects. At ranges of 2 km or less the waveforms were simple with distinct

difference.ý between the radial/vertical (R/Z) and transverse (T) motions. As

propagation distance increased, all three components of motion (RTZ)

became similar in appearance in both the time and frequency domains. At 5.1

km range ground motions had durations in excess of 20 s with similar corner
frequencies and long period levels for all (RTZ) components. Three

dimensional wave propagation calculations for the site indicate that the

Yucca Flats two and three dimensional structure become important at ranges

beyond 2 km. Strong similarity in spectra and long duration of motion at 5.1
km are attributed to attenuation and scattering effects within the basin

underlying Yucca Flats. Effects of attenuation on the deviatoric source can be

seen as a decrease in apparent corner frequency for transverse spectra with

range. Source studies were constrained to data within 2100 m of the source.

Use of more distznt data could result in a biased source estimate at Yucca

Flats.

The isotropic part of the source dominates moment tensor inversions with a
total source strength near 8 x 1020 dyne-cm. Observed isotropic corner

frequencies (1.8 Hz) fall within the bounds of plausible values predicted by a

Mueller-Murphy source model (1 kt - 2.5 Hz; 10 kt - 1.7 Hz). High frequency

decay of f-2 is observed also in support of the Mueller-Murphy source model.

Scalar source estimates from obsei-.ed spectra are approximately 2.5 times
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larger than complete mcment tensor estimates. This difference is attributable

to the different way the two estimates treat downgoing energy and surface

waves with the scalar moments being biased high. The multiplicative error

factor for the scalar isotropic moment was 1.36 representative of the spatial

variability of the seismic energy at these near-source distances.

The deviatoric source has higher corner frequencies although the absolute

moment is 5-10 times smaller than the isotropic. Simple Brune type models

lead to an equivalent source radius of 124 m which is slightly smaller than

the elastic radius, a moderate stress drop of 89 bars, and an average

displacement of 33 cm. The source radius and average slip are comparable to

observations in the tunnels of Rainier Mesa following explosions. These
near-source observations when not dominated by attenuation or scattering

effects give a consistent characterization of the deviatoric source contribution.

In the case of data from Yucca Flats these estimates may become biased when

data beyond 2 km are used because of scattering and attenuation effects.

Forward calculations of the size of the spall contribution are comparable to a

late time, longer period arrival seen in the moment tensor. This source

contribution is dominant on the Mzz component and agrees with similar

results for chemical explosions (Stump, 1987). The spall source strength

determined from forward models constrained by spall zone data and moment

tensor inversions are consistant with one another. The duration of the spall
contribution from the inversions is longer than that determined by the
forward model and may reflect the approximate way in which source

finiteness is taken into account. The fact that the spall source function is

delayed in time and longer period in duration than the spherically symmetric

explosion function means that it could lead to a biased estimate of the
explosion source time function if not taken into account. Its close proximity

in time to the explosion time function means that it could be interpreted as

overshoot in the source time function. Isotropic source deconvolutions of
the Coalora data (Figure 16) do indicate significant overshoot in the source
time function.

Constrained isotropic source inversions offer opportunity for single station
explosion source estimates. Applying this procedure to data spanning a wide
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range of distances, we illustrated that there is no trend in moment (with

respect to data scatter) over the range, 549 - 2200m. This observation argues

that attenuation has been properly taken into account over these distances.

The Coalora experiment :1lustrates the importance of combining motion
measurements from witlin the source region (spall zone) and outside it so
that a complete unambiguous picture of the equivalent seismic source can be

interpreted. Such studies could provide the basis for developing physically
supported scaling relations for each of the individual source contributions.
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SUMNIARY

A series of controlled seismic experiments performed in a limestone quarry demonstrate

the utility of high precision electronic detonators in studying.source characteristics of multiple

explosive arrays. At near-source ranges (80-130 m), where source dimensions are on the same

order as source-receiver distances, the influence of the difference in travel path length among

individual explosions on the seismograms is significant. Focusing of the seismic energy is

observed as a function of station location with respect to the source array and is attributed to the

extended source length (68-94 m) and firing time of the source (380-544 ms).

We examine two methods for modeling ripple-fired explosions at near-source ranges

using the principles of superpositioning. The first method is based primarily on acquisition of an

adequate single shot signal and requires well-constrained shot times. Amplitude variations

which result from travel path differences are not modeled, which restricts use of this technique for

purposes of blast vibration reduction to larger distances (>2-3 source dimensions) where the

spatial finiteness effects of the source begin to diminish. For near-source distances (< 2 source

dimensions), we successfully model multiple-source seismograms by convolving a synthetic

seismic source signal for a single explosion with individual half-space Green's functions

calculated for each explosion in the array. Our single-source model for a cylindrically-shaped

single charge (borehole length of 17.5 m and diameter of 90 umm) of 68 kg consists of a modified

Mueller-Murphy approximation which utilizes source parameter estimates taken from chemical

explosion study results. Model parameters include a final cavity radius of 0.25 m and an elastic

radius of 18 m. The final model is obtained by convolving the simulated single-source time series



with half-space Green's functions calculated for several source depths and superposed to

approximate the spatial extent of the borehole. The relative amplitude and phase characteristics

of the observed single-source signal at the same distance (80.6 m) are reproduced by this model.

Multiple-source synthetic seismograms contain individual Green's functions for each

source-receiver distance but utilize identical sources for the explosive array. Focusing effects are

shown to be due to the effect of propagation path differences between individual explosions in

agreement with the results of Anderson and Stump (1989) in simulating multiple-source

seismograms. Good fits to the measured production shot amplitude spectra are obtained with the

synthetic spectra. Spectral peaks are well matched due to precision of the firing times which were

controlled by electronic detonators. Our example of delay time variances for 32 ms production

shot (Appendix) argues for better constraint of firing times for controlled seismic experiments.

Such constraint requires a 1% error or less in cap firing times which can be realized by the use of

firing systems with an order of magnitude increase in precision compared to pyrotechnic

detonators.

INTRODUCTION

The present 6tudy focuses on the generation and propagation of seismic waves from

multiple explosion arrays. We analyze seismic data collected from three production blasts and a

single explosion in a limestone quarry to assess the influence of an explosive source extended in

space and time on the seismic wavefield. We also explore the efficacy of linear superpositioning

techniques and equivalent source models for chemical explosions.
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Previously, seismological studies of ripple-fired explosions were limited and dispers I

somewhat unevenly in the literature. Interest in recent years has increased mainly due to the

necessity of discriminating large commercial blasts from small nuclear explosions. Several

recent studies have addressed the discrimination problem at regional distances (Baumgardt and

Ziegler, 1988; Hedlin et al, 1989; and Su et al, 1991), although in most cases with limited

knowledge of or constraints on the seismic source used in deriving the proposed discriminants.

Smith (1989) examined spectral characteristics of multiple-delay, multiple-row explosions and

identified a significant tradeoff between attenuation due to scattering and source characteristics

at regional distances.

Anderson and Stump (1989) present results of modeling near-source sesmograms

recorded from multiple-row, multiple-delay production shots in a granite quarry in

Massachusetts. Individual Green's functions for each source-receiver distance in the array were

calculated and convolved with a simulated single-source. Extended source time duration

(temporal finiteness) and propagation path differences due to extended source spatial dimensions

(spatial finiteness) were well reproduced despite a limited knowledge of the actual firing times or

constraints for the single-source model. Hinzen (1988) used superpositioning with weighted

amplitudes to model a series of five explosions fired in a single row. The recorded seismograms

from a single explosion fired separately from the row shot but located next to the multiple array

were used for the superpositioning. By using an in situ single shot, the seismic response of the

individual sources and extended time duration of the multiple explosions were well modeled,

although amplitude differences due propagation path differences from the extended source

dimensions were not reproduced. It was thought that amplitude variations could be attributed to



coupling differences between Individual charges. Some studies have indicated that nonlinear,

dynamic source effects may be observable in the elastic region (Minster and Day, 1986).

Htwever, experimental confirmation of superpositioning for two charges fired simultaneously

with spatial separations of different lengths (Stump and Reinke, 1988) argues against dynami-,'

interaction of the sources being observable in far-field seismic data.

As noted by Hinzen (1988), knowledge of the exact tiring times is essential to any study of

ripple-fired explosions. The data in the present study are unique in that firing times are controlled

with electronic detonators. The electronic firing system reduces scatter in f'ixig times and allows

precise measurement of actual detonation times. This provides us the opportunity to test and

compare observed production shot seismograms to time series calculated from two

superpositioning methods: (I) empirical superpositioning with an in situ single shot, and

(2) linear superpositioning with calculated source and travel path functions.

Additionally, the single shot data provides constraints on our single-source model. As

discussed by Herrmann et al (1989), there is a need for refinement of source models for

small-yield chemical explosions. We examine the Mueller-Murphy (Mueller and Murphy,

1971) source model with parameter estimation adjusted for our quarry explosions. Scaling of

source parameters for small chemical explosions at depth using the Mueller-Murphy model is

explored in detail by Grant (1988) using both a forward modeling approach and moment tensor

inversions. We pay particular attention in the synthetic calculations to modeling the single

explosion in the forward case and thereby extend the work of Anderson and Stump (1989) in

modeling the temporal and spatial finiteness of the multiple explosion seismograms.
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DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

The experiments consisted of three multiple explosions (production shots) and one in situ

single shot fired in a limestone quarry in northern Italy. Figure 1 shows the plan of the quarry

bench and shot locations for three production shots (SV13, SV15 and SVI6) and the single shot

(SVI4) examined in the present study. Each production shot was fired in a single row at

neighboring parts of the 15 m highwall. The firing direction for each production shot is indicated

by the arrows in front of the highwall in Figure 1. The single shot, SVI4 was also located on the

quarry bench and recorded at similar distances to the production shot experiments. Shot SVI3

produced 14.4 kilotons (kt) of material with a total charge weight of 1.26 tons (t) of explosives,

SVI5 produced 16.0 kt with 1.35 t, and SVI6 produced 20.7 kt with 1.75 t.
I

The single shot, SVI4, consisted of 68 kg of explosives including 11 kg of high energy

explosives in the bottom of the hole and 57 kg of ammonium nitrate fuel oil (ANFO). The

explo.;ives were initiated from the top of the hole. The charges were stemmed with 3 m of drill

cuttings. Ihe borehole was drilled at an inclination of 30 to the vertical with a borehole lengdh of

17.5 m, diameter of 90 mm, and burden of 5 m. Loading of :he boreholes for the production shots

was identical to the single sh,)t for most but not all cases. For example, 16 out of 20 holes for SVI5

were loaded as described for SV14. The other four holes contained high energy mLxtures in the

middle of the charge column instead of at the bottorn. However, total charge weights per hoie

were kept constant at 68 kg for all pr!,duction shot- consi!decrd here. A crosscut view of the

typical borehole is shown in Figure 2 in addition to a plan view of SVI5 and SV16K. The 20
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boreholes for SVI5 had spacing and burden of 4 m and 5 m, respectively, for a total array length of

"76 in A constant delay time of 20 ms was used which gives a total desired firing time of 380 ms.

Actual shot timL es for SVI5 were not recorded. For the 26-hole array, SVI6, borehole spacing and

burden were the same as for SVI5 except for holes 22-26 wlhere the quarry wall turns. Delay

intervals for SVI6 alternated between 18 and 27 ms for a total desired fring time of 540 ms

(Figure 2). Actual shot times recorded for SVI6 (Table 1) vary from desired firing times by values

ranging from 0.02% to 1.5%. Shot times for SVI3 (not shown in Figure 2), with 18 holes (burden

and spacing at 4 and 5 m, respectively) and a constant 32 ms delay (544 ms total desired firing

time), were also recorded with a maximum deviation from desired times of 1.4%. This small

variation between desired and actual firing times was achieved by the use of electronic

detonators.

Seismic Station Locations and Data Acquisition

Station locations for each production shot formed a stretched semicircle around the row of

explosions. The distance between eachi of these stations and the closest borehole was 80 m.

Stations A through E, as shown in Figure 1, are considered in this study. Station A was located

80 m behind the last borehole (hole 18) of SVI3 (measured perpendicular to the explosive array).

while stations B and C were positioned 80 mn behind the first and last boreholes of SVIS,

respectively. Station D was located 80 rn behind the first borehole of SVI6, and station E was

positioned 80.6 mn distance from the single shot, SVI4. Each station consisted of a

three-component 4.5 Hz geophone with 62% critical damping. All stations were calib,-ted with

a shaking table. Signals were digitally recorded with a central recording system utilizing 64

channels. The data were sampled at the rate of 15.625K samples per second with a dynamic range
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of 12 bi:s including polarity. Length of the recorded signal was I s for the production shot and

s for the single shot experiment. The recording system is described in detail by Hinzen (198b).

"",F~iring,.Systg_

The production shots were initiated by a computer driven electronic firing system. This

system offers a maximum of 60 time steps of which 18, 20, and 26 have been used in SVI3, SVI5,

and SVI6. The detonators contain an integrated circuit which interacts with the blast computer.

Each detonator is programmed at the factory for one of the possible time steps. In the field, the

time length of the delay step is preset at the blast computer to values between I and 100 ms. This

preset delay time multiplied by the time step of the detonator gives the absolute firing time. By

dropping time steps in the row of the detonators, unequal delay time intervals, as were used for

SVI6, can be realized. A detailed description of the firing system is given by Hinzen et al (1987).

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Figure 3 shows velocity seismograms from stations A-D for the SVI3, SVI5, and SVI6.

The x and y components are the two perpendicular horizontal components where the x direction is

parallel to the explosive array (Figure 1). The z component is vertical. All seismograms are

normalized to maximum trace amplitudes, indicated in mm/s at the end of each seismogram. The

firing direction for SVIS and SV16 recedes from stations B and D and for SVL3 and SVI5 comes

closer to stations A and C (Figure 1).

The time duration of the seismic record is proportional to the total duration of the sources.

Duration of the seismograms is approximately 1.2-1.3 times the total firing time at stations B and

D and 1.3-1.4 for stations A and C. Except for the initial compressive wave pulse, individual
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signal characteristics of a single source are obscured in the multiple source seismograms. The

most notable feature is the constructive and destructive interference of seismic energy as seen in

the seismograms due to the multiple explosions. Seismic energy peaks in the beginning of the

seismogram for stations B and D and at the end for stations A and C. This is clear from the

cumulative seismic trace energy, shown below each set of station seismograms (Figure 3). The

dashed lines connect the first arrival of seismic energy with the point where 98% of the total

energy per trace is reached. Cumulative trace energy at time I-At is measured by the quantity

Ecum(I) = ± Vjj2' 1

i-iI j=l

where Vii is ground velocity in mm/s. The index i runs from I to the total number of samples andj

represents the two horizontal and one vertical components of the recording. If a constant amount

of seismic energy arrives as a function of time, the cumulative energy would follow the dashed

lines. The convex curvature of the cumulative energy for stations B and D illustrates that the

energy arriving from SV15 and SVI6, respectively, is greater at the beginning and decreases

gradually as the shot detonation moves farther away from the station with time. The energy curve

forms a concave shape for stations A and C, where the arriving energy increases with time as the

detonating charges progress closer to the stations.

SUPERPOSITIONING

Emirio! Muodel Calculations

Our first approach is to reproduce the production shot seismograms in the time domain

using the hybrid modeling technique of Hinzen (1988). This empirical modeling method consists
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of linear superpositioning of an observed single-source seismogram with appropriate delay times

7,

to reproduce a multiple shot seismogram. This method is frequently utilized to reduce ground

vibrations due to blasting (Crenwelege, 1991; Hinrzen and Reamer, 1991). Propagation effects

and source properties are contained in the recorded signal from a single explosion used to

synthesize production blasts at the same or a nearby location. The optimal synthetic production

blast signal is calculated by varying firing time sequences until seismic vibrations are adequately

reduced (usually in the frequency range between 5 and 20 Hz). The method requires precise

knowledge of the firing times. Linear interaction of seismic waves from neighboring explosions

and identical seismic source functions are assumed. Since the single shot contains only the

propagation effects along a single source-receiver path, differences in propagation due to the

actual path are not modeled directly; however, differences in path length are included by the

addition of an assumed compressional wave travel time. In the time domain, this can be

expressed as a series of convolutions given by:

V(x,t) = S(x',t') ® G(x,t; x',t') " ai 8( t - ti) (2)

where, V(x,t) - particle velocity

G(x,t, x',t')®S(x',t') = representation of measured seismic signal

x - spatial coordinates of station
x = spatial coordinates of source

a = weighted amplitudes

ti = delay and travel times, and

n = total number of explosions.

For this experiment, the measured single-source seismogram at station E (inset in Figure 4)

is convolved with a time-delayed sequence of unit impulses. Each time delay includes firing time

of the shot and travel time (with an assumed P-wave velocity of 4.5 km/s) from source to receiver.
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The impulse series simulates the temporal extent of the multiple-source array. Results of the

linear superpositioning for station B of SVI5 and station A of SVI3 (Figure 4) show that total

source duration is well matched by the linearly superposed seismograms. However, simple linear

superpositioning, as shown in the upper traces in Figure 4, does not adequately reproduce the

amplitudes observed in the measured data. Variations in amplitude can be modeled directly only

if the firing times are well known, as is the case for this experiment. Individual amplitude values

from the observations are modeled by weighting the amplitudes of the linearly-superposed

seismograms at the appropriate delay times to agree with the amplitudes of the observed multiple

source event (weighting factors are determined directly from the measured production shot

seismograms). The resulting velocity seismograms (bottom traces in Figure 4) match the

observational data quite well demonstrating the effectiveness of this superpositioning technique

if shot times are well constrained. This technique can be a useful tool for blast vibration

reductions; however, the method does not provide us with any physical understanding of the

mechanism for interference effects observed i~i the production shot seismograms. As noted by

others (Smith, 1989; Anderson and Stump, 1989), spatial f'iiteness of the production shot array

and temporal finiteness due to time delay blasting combine to produce a seismogram extended in

time (proportional to total source firing time) and exhibiting characteristics of destructive and

constructive wave interference. The rest of this paper will be devoted to understanding the nature

of these interference effects, as observed at near-source distances.

Theoretical Model Calculatif)n

We attribute the observed amplitude variations in the production shot seismograms to

differences in propagation path among individual explosions in the array. Our primary
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motivation is to quantify the contributions to the multiple shot seismograms from the seismic

.1
source and propagation path. We therefore simulate the production shot signals using a forward

modeling approach. We calculate individual Green's functions for each shot of the array

following the method of Anderson and Stump (1989). Each Green's function is convolved with a

single-source time function and linearly superposed with the appropriate delay times to

reproduce the multiple shot seismograms. This modeling approach is represented by:

il

V(x,t) = X S(xi,t') ® G(x,t; xi,t') ® 5( t - ti) (3)
i=lI

where,V(x,t) = seismic particle velocity

Gi(x,t;xi,t') = individual Green's functions

S(xj,t') = single-source model

x = spatial coordinates of station

xt = spatial coordinates of sources

ti = delay times, and

n = the total number of explosiors.

As in the empirical modeling approach, each individual shot of the multiple array is

assumed to have an identical source function. An elastic half-space with a compressional wave

velocity ,f 4.5 km/s is assumed for the Green's function as a first-order approximation to the

quarry structure estimated from average P-wave arrival times for mne measured data. Density is

assumed tv be 2600 kg/m 3, a reasonable value for the competent limestone in this area. Individual

Green's functions are calculated using the method of Johnson (1974) for each source-receiver

distance L' he array configuration. Figure 5 shows radi-I and vertical component Green's

functions convolved with the single-source model calcv.lated for station D. The details of the

single source model calculations will be fully discus"ed in the next section. Here we only wish to

illustrate that the change in Green's function from the first to last explosion is not dramatic
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(Figure 5), but is significant when considered in addition to the delay times between shots. The

source-receiver distance increases from 80 to 126.7 m between the first and last explosion in the

SVI6 array (26 holes). P and SV-Rayleigh waves are clearly separated at these distances. The

amplitude ratio of P to SV-Rayleigh peaks is 0.22 and 0.18 foithe vertical and 0.78 and 0.72 for

the radial component at the shortest and largest distance, respectively.

The single source is estimated from a parametric seismic model for explosions originally

derived for simulating the seismic response of contained nuclear explosions (Mueller and

Murphy, 1971). The model proceeds at the "boundary" between elastic and non-elastic response

in a continuum to the application of a spherically-symmetric pressure function. The utility of the

model, whose basic principles were first derived by Sharpe (1942), resides in the

parameterization of the solution in terms of"measurable characteristics" and including the effect

of source depth (Mueller and Murphy, 1971). Stump (1985) and Grant (1988) have successfully

used this method to model small chemical explosions (114.6 and 2.3 kg) at depth in -lUuvium.

Details of the mathematical derivations of the semi-analytical model will not be reproduced here

as they are well documented in the literature (Mueller and Murphy, 1971; Stump, 1985; Grant,

1988). Calculation of the model in the frequency domain is given by the following equation,

rel c' P(O)) 4
411 (coo" - 0r(02 + (OOO))

where, ly(o) = far-field displacement potential (units of volume)

r.1 = elastic radius

c = compressional wave velocity
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p. = shear modulus

S= angular frequency

(o, = theoretical comer frequency

S= (X+2±)/4g (X, p. are Lam e's constants)

p(o) = frequency domain pressure function.

The pressure function as specified as in Stump (1985) and in Mueller and Murphy (1971)

represents a step pulse in time with an exponential decay and is parameterized by peak pressure,

static pressure, and a decay constant (proportional to wo). Estimation of the model parameters

elastic radius, peak pressure and static pressure bears further discussion. Grant (1988) narrows

the acceptable parameter range by imposing constraints on the material properties, particularly

the shear wave velocity. However, in the present study, we have a limited knowledge of the

material properties in our area, and we must constrain the range of reasonable values for the

pressure function and elastic radius parameters using a different approach.

Static pressures are calculated according to the proportionality relation from Mueller and

Murphy (1971) for competent rock,

Ps = 4/3 rc 3
PS krj(5)

where, P, = static pressure

p. = shear modulus

r, = final cavity radius

ref = elastic radius.

Explicit in this calculation are the parameters for final cavity radius and elastic radius. We

attempt to determine reasonable constraints for these values in our model calculations by using

results from other chemical explosion studies.



First we consider that cavity radius for chemical explosions scales differently than for

nuclear explosions. Grant (1988) scaled cavity radius for 2.27 kg explosions by altering the

medium-dependent proportionality constant (k) relating cavity radius (re) in meters to yield (Y)

in kilotons and depth of burial (h) in meters given by:

rc = k y0.29

r=k huT.. (6)

Using reasonable values for compressional velocity (4.5 kn/s), density (2600 kg/m 3), and shear

modulus (7.8 x 1010 N/m2) for the limestone in the quarry, and a proportionality constant, k, of 25

derived using a relation for nuclear explosions (Mueller and Murphy, 197 1), equation (4) predicts

cavity radius values for the 68 kg single explosion in our study of between 1.4 to 1.2 m (between 3

and 17.5 m depth). However, based on both theoretical and experimental studies of c1emical

explosions in various media, most predictions for cavity radius are from 2 to 12 times the original

borehole radius (Chiappetta et al, 1987) producing a range of values between 0. 1 and 0.6 meters

for an initial cavity radius of 0.05 m.

Elastic radius is often but not always defined as the "boundary" around the explosion

beyond which the material behaves elastically (Mueller and Murphy, 1971; Sharpe, 1942). For

chemical explosions, it can also be related to the region of fracture growth and damage to the

material surrounding the borehole (Kutter and Fairhurst, 1971) and is a more transitional

measure. There exist many published relationships between explosive yield and elastic

radius/damage zones (e.g., Atchison and Toumay, 1959; D'Andrea et al, 1970; Siskind and

Fumanti, 1974) for chemical explosions in hard rock from studies which sample small explosive

yields (0.002 to 4 kg). The range of elastic radii predicted by these relations falls between 0.5 and
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5.3 m for the single 68 kg charge in this study. Another frequenrtly used estimator for elastic

radius is the transition zone observed in amplitude decay rates as a function of scaled range.

Using the decay rate curves for nuclear explosions in hard rock, the range of scaled elastic radius

predicted for 68 kg is between 4 and 8 m (Perret and Bass, 1975). Based on peak velocity

amplitude decay rates for chemical explosions (mainly production blasts) in hard rock, an initial

estimate for the elastic radius is between 16-18 m (Ambraseys and Hendron, 1968).

Interestingly, this measure coincides with the length of the borehole (17.5 m).

One possible interpretation of the variability in predicted elastic radius values is that a

cylindrically-shaped charge scales differently than a charge of spherical shape, elastic radius

being constrained by the length of the borehole in the cylindrical case. This is supported

experimentally by the different scaling relationships for spherical and cylindrical charges

necessary for determining the radius of damage for explosions in plexiglass and hard rock (Kutter

and Fairhurst, 1971). Many Bureau of Mines studies were also carried out with cylindrical

charges. Nicholls and Duvall (1966) present results which support a volumetric rather than

charge weight relationship to the damage zone. S iskind and Fumanti (1974) also allude to a "rule

of thumb" relation of between I and 2 times the length of the charge column.

When values for cavity radius obtained from the nuclear explosion relations are substituted

in equation (5), static pressures are 1-2 orders of magnitude greater than peak pressures

calculated from the overburden relation given by Mueller and Murphy (1971),

Pp = 1.5 pgh. (7)
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where, Pp = peak pressure

p = density

g = acceleration due to gravity

h = overburden depth.

Reasonable static pressure values are obtained from equation (5) using cavity radius values

(0. 1-0.6 m) based on the chemical explosion study results. We depend on the results of the model

calculations to better constrain the elastic radius values.

A suite of theoretical sources in the frequency domain are first calculated using

equation (4), differentiated, Fourier synthesized, and finally convolved with the calculated

Green's function at 80 m to produce velocity seismograms. Reasonable approximations to the

observed single source seismogram at station E are obtained by varying cavity radius from 0.05 to

"0.3 m (1-6 times the borehole radius) and elastic radius from 10-20 m. As a first approximation,

the source functions are calculated dssuming an overburden depth of 8 m and a Green's function

depth of 8 mn (near the middle of the borehole).

Two criteria used in adjusting the model parameters are peak amplitude, as measured in the

time domain, and comer frequency, as measured from the velocity spectra. While not the only

criteria used in the model selection, these two measures are important because they can be

directly estimated from and compared between the observed and calculated seismograms.

Comer frequency is inversely proportional to elastic radius (Mueller and Murphy, 1971) and is

used as a constraint on this model parameter. We estimate comer frequency directly from the data

by finding the change in slope at the peak spectral amplitude level. This is consistent with a

parametric spectral model for explosions which postulates a static long-period displacement

amplitude below the comer frequency and a high frequency spectral decay above the comer
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(Reamer and Stump, 1992). We feel that the comer frequencies estimated in this w.Av a.r'

consistent to within ±2 Hz.

The second criterium, peak amplitude, is a more delicate parameter to adjust. As shown in

equation 5, as cavity radius increases and elastic radius remains constant, static pressure increases

(and overshoot decreases). Peak amplitude also increases as the source time function receives a

bigger contribution from the static pressure while peak pressure remains the same. In the

frequency domain, the effect is an increascd long-period amplitude level (proporronal to the

increase in static pressure). Returning again to equation 5, if elastic radius increases and cavity

radius remains constant, static pressure decreases (and overshoot increase.). In this case, the

source time function peak amplitudes are increased due to the increased overshoot. In our first

series of tests, we experiment with combinations of elastic and cavity radius values to determine

their effect on peak amplitude and comer frequency in the resulting time series (Table 2). We

conclude that differenres between calculated and observed peak amplitudes and comer

"frequencies are too large, even though synthetic waveforms and spectral shapes are in fair

agreement with the observations.

For the second series of tests, refinement of model parametrers is necessary. !f elastic radius

and cavity radius are kept constant (constant static pressure), peak amplitude can still be adjusted

by varying the overburden depth, thereby adjusting the peak pressure (equation 7). Since the

boreholes were stemmed with drill cuttings from the surface to 3 m depth and the charges were

initiated from the top of the charge column, an overburden of 3 m seems a logical choice.

However, after some experimentation, we found that an overburden depth of 5 m produced better
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peak amplitude results. A physical justification for this result may be found by reviewing the

explosive process. A detonation or shock front forms behind the explosive reaction as it

propagates through the borehole, and a (measurable) detonation pressure builds directly behind

the detonation front. For cylindrical explosions, peak borehole pressure can bc expressed as a

percentage of the explosive detonation pressure although variations can be quite high for ANFO

(30-70%) (Chiappetta et al, 1987). A partial explanation for the difference in explosive versus

borehole pressure may be that some of the explosive (shock) energy is channeled into fracturing

the quarry face, thereby decreasing the effective source strength.

The cylindrical shape of the charge column (14.5 m length) also creates a dilemma for the

Green's function calculations which require a single source depth. After testing several source

depths, we obtain the best results for the single-shot seismograms by linearly superposing the

Green's functions at different depas. Individual Green's functions are calculated at depths of 3,

5,7,9,11,13, 15 and 17 m. A downhole detonation velocity of 4800 m/s is assumed, giving a total

detonation time of 3 ms from the top to the bottom of the hole. In our second set of tests, selected

source models are convolved with the Green's functions and linearly superposed with the

appropriate downhole detonation time. The seismic moment of the synthetic source is

"distributed" over the source depths by normalizing the linearly-superposed seismogram by the

number of source depths (8) used in the superpositioning. Table 3 gives parameters and results of

the second set of models using the superposed Green's functions. Variations in peak amplitude

and comer frequency are small compared to the first model tests. Based on comparison to the

peak amplitude and comer frequency estimated from the observed seismogram at station E (top

traces in Figure 6), as well as some other criteria (discussion follows), we chose a "best fit" model
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from this series of tests (indicated in bold in Table 3) with a final cavity radius of 0.25 m (5.0 times

the original borehole radius of 0.05 m) and an elastic radius of 18 m (Figure 6).

The radial and vertical component observed seismograms at station E (Figure 6) consist

mainly of a compressional wave pulse (15 ms period) followed by the SV-Rayleigh wave

(20-25 ms dominant period). The major phases and relative peak amplitudes between radial and

vertical components are wtel modeled by the synthetics (bottom traces in Figure 6). Ratio of

vertical to radial peak amplitudes is 1.05 for the observed seismograms and 1.09 for the

synthetics. For :he radial observed seismograms, the peak amplitude of the Rayleigh wave is

slightly larger than the P-wave pulse due to the extended source depth. We are able to match this

relative amplitude only by using the superposed (downhole) Green's functions.

Misfit between the calculated and observed vertical seismograms is seen in the first

downwr.rd swing of the P wave cycle followed by a phase slightly smaller in amplitude. On the

hodogaxam plots (shown at right in Figare 6), it is clear that this phase is oriented at approximately

900 t:) the primary P wave pulse and probably represents the initial SV pulse arriving from the

source. The phase can be seen on the particle motion plot of the observed data to be slightly open,

possibly due to the arrival of the free face tensile reflection (at approximately 2 ms) which would

have the effect of deepening the first downward swing of the P wave phase on the r. hial

component. In a true cylindrical source model, both P and SV energy are generated at the source

(Heelan, 1953); however, we are only approximating a cylindrical source with the superposed,

half space Green's functions and so are unable to adequately reproduce either the relative

amplitudes between the P and SV phases or the quarry face reflection.
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Choice of our final model is also constrained by the spectral response of the measured data.

However, the low frequency spectral response (below the comer frequency) is primarily

controlled by the cavity radius (Grant, 1988), and our final parameter adjustments were made to

match both the low frequency response and the comer frequency (controlled by elastic radius) of

the observations. High frequency response is automatically controlled by our choice of source

function and is the same for all model calculations. Figure 7 compares amplitude spectra of the

observed and synthetic seismograms. The spectral shape and amplitudes are in good agreement

from the comer frequencies at 40 Hz (vertical) and 45 Hz (radial) to the high frequency limit at

400 Hz. The synthetic seismograms from our final model give the best fit to the observations at

and below the comer frequency for both components. The radial component of the synthetic data

contains less low frequency energy between 6 and 35 Hz than the observed data (maximum factor

of four amplitude difference at 28 Hz). Between 10 and 30 Hz, the vertical observed amplitudes

are almost a factor of two times higher than the synthetics.

Multiple-Source Synthetic Seismogram Calculation,

For the explosion source model utilized in the present study, we calculate only two

components of motion, radial and vertical. The observed data were recorded as three-component

seismograms and contain a considerable amount of transverse energy. In addition, the production

shot seismograms, which are oriented as shown in Figure 2. cannot be rotated into a true "radial"

or "transverse" direction due to the spatial extent of the source array. Therefore, it should be noted

for the superpositioning results that follow, a basic difference exists in that for each Green's

func:ion+source convolution, the orientation is radial with respect to the source whereas in the

observations, only the borehole closest to the station is recorded in the radial sense. We refer to
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the y component of the observed production shot seismograms as the "equivalent" of the radia,

component.

For shot SVI6, we calculated eight Green's functions at the different depths (the same as for

the single shot model) for each source-receiver distance in the array (a total of 208 Green's

functions). For each component at each distance, the Green's functions are first convolved with

our source model (parameters given in Table 2) and then linearly superposed with the assumed

downhole detonation time. Then the synthetic seismograms for each source-receiver location

are superposed with the actual delay times recorded for SVI6. The results for the radial and

vertical components of station D are shown in Figure 10. Seismograms are all plotted relative to

the same scale. The first 0.16 s of the observed radial seismogram contains 18 ms delay intervals

complicated by the fact that the furing order for the first four shots was not linear sequential

(Figure 2). This first 0.16 s wave packet is distinct in both the observed and synthetic

seismograms from the next 0.32 s where the delay intervals altemate between 18 and 27 ms. The

last five shots (on the seismograms from 0.50-0.64 s) also alternate between 18 and 27 ms delays,

but the holes were located 5 m perpendicular distance (y direction) farther from the station in

addition to the increasing horizontal separation. The additional distance manifests in the

observed and synthetic seismograms as a reduced-amplitude wave packet.

For comparison, at the top of Figure 8 we show the superposed, measured single shot

(SMSS) signal for SV16 using the seismogram from SVI4 measured at station E. Note that

although the first 0.16 s wave packet can be observed in the .,SS, the focusing effect seen in the

observed and synthetic seismograms; -, ,t reproduced here. For the vertical component, the
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attenuation of amplitudes in the observed seismogram is more pronounced than in the synthetic

although the interference effects of all three wave packets are qualitatively reproduced. Again,

focusing effects are not reproduced by the SMSS. The ratio of peak radial to peak vertical

amplitudes for the measured data is 1.1, for the synthetics 1.4, and 1.4 for the SMSS signal.

Superpositioning results are shown for the vertical component of stations B and C for shot

SVI5 in Figure 9. Since we did not have a single shot signal located on the same quarry wall as

SVIS, we used the SVI4 single shot source model for the synthetics and the SMSS. We obtained

the best results for the synthetics by convolving the single-source model with the Green's

functions at I I m depth for each source-receiver distance, rather than using the Green's functions

at all depths. This result may be attributable to propagation path diffeje.icos at the different

benches; it can be seen from Figure I that the two shots are located on benchcs perpendicular to

each other. Slight differences in the source model due to inhomogeneities in the source region

differences in source coupling also cannot be ruled out. Amplitudes are plotted to the same scale

for all seismograms except the station C measured seismogram. Due to higher noise levels, this

signal was low-pass filtered to 200 Hz. Also, we utilize only desired firing times with constant

delay intervals of 20 ms for the superpositioning, since actual firing tines were not recorded.

Firing direction is away from station B and towards station C; the focusing effect of firing

direction is seen in both the measured and synthetic seismograms. Peak amplitudes for station B

agree well for the vertical component although, as for station D of SVI6, relative amplitudes are

not accurately reproduced. At station C, the seismogram shape of the synthetic signal compares

well to the measured data even though absolute amplitudes do not agree.
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Better results could be obtained with a more detailed propagation path model; however, for

a first-order approximation, the half-space assumption works surprisingly well. Reasonable

comparisons are obtained for SVI5 and SVI6 for two main reasons: (1) good similarity of the

seismic source function between the measured single shot and the individual explosions of the

multiple array, and (2) accuracy of the delay times which, in the case of SVI5, allows us to use the

desired fiuing times in our superpositioning model. We illustrate this last point by examining a

spectral domain equivalent representation of our multiple-source seismograms given by (after

Blair, 1988):

n n 1/2
A(f) = S(f) [ ai cos(2r t, f )] 2 + [Z •ai sin(27t ti f )] (8)

where, A(f) = amplitude spectral values

S(f) - source function (constant for each shot)

ai - amplitude weighting term (different for each shot)

ti= delay time
n = the total number of explosions

f = frequency.

We introduce this representation to-illustrate the temporal variations as observed in the

velocity spectra due to time delay blasting. Peaks in the spectra correspond to the harmonic

frequencies associated with each delay and occur in multiples up to the Nyquist frequency.

Spectral smearing occurs due to slight changes in the source-receiver distances (propagation

path effect) which also enhances high-frequency damping of the amplitudes (Smith, 1989).

Measured and superposed spectra of the vertical component of station B (SVI5) and the radial

component of station D (SVI6) (Figure 10) exhibit the scalloping pattern associated with the

delay time firing pattern. For SV15, the first peak at 50 Hz corresponding to the constant 20 ms
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delay interval is quite clearfor the measured, synthetic and SMSS spectra. Peaks at 100,150,200,

250 and 300 Hz are all observable in the measured data although the peak at 150 Hz is split. The

harmonics due to ripple-firing dominate the production shot spectra so that source spectral

characteristics of the individual explosions cannot be easily discerned.

For SVI6, the firing pattern is complicated because of alternating 18 and 27 ms delays. In

addition, the first four shots were not fired in the row order causing slight shifts in the

source-receiver offsets in addition to the 18 ms delays. What is seen in both the measured and

superposed spectra is a small first peak at 22 Hz corresponding to a 45 ms delay time, which is just

the sum of the two alternating delays. A second smaller peak at 34 Hz corresponds to the first

27 ms harmonic. The second harmonic of the combined delay times is at 44 Hz followed by the

first harmonic of the 18 ms delay at 56 Hz. The higher orderharmonics of the combined delay can

be picked to about 200 Hz in the synthetic and SMSS although the peaks are smeared in the

measured data. Higher order harmonics of the 18 and 27 ms delays, although present, cannot be

discerned in the measured spectra.

DISCUSSION

We have successfully modeled the temporal and spatial variations due to ripple-fired

explosions as measured in seismic data acquired at near-source ranges. The single-source model

was calculated using the analytic Mueller-Murphy (1971) explosion model with parameters

constrained by results from chemical explosion studies. We tested models for a single cylindrical

charge of 68 kg ANFO in limestone with borehole length of 17.5 m and diameter of 90 mm

measured at 80 m distance by varying cavity radius between 0.05 and 0.3 m and elastic radius
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between 10 and 20 m. The best-fit model is obtained with a final cavity radius of 0.25 in, ar.

elastic radius of 18 m, and an overburden depth for the peak pressure function of 5 m. In order to

match relative amplitudes between the P and Rayleigh wave phases of the observed data, it is

necessary to linearly superpose the seismic response of Green's functions calculated at different

depths to simulate the spatial extent (14.5 m) of the cylindrical source.

As shown here, temporal and spatial finiteness effects of ripple-fired blasting at 80 m

distance are well modeled with linear supeipositioning using a calculated source and Green's

functions when constraints can be imposed on both the propagation medium and the seismic

source models. However, even in the near-source region (80 m), the method requires accurate

firing times (1% or less error). It has yet to be conclusively shown that ripple-fire effects of blasts

with small delay times (< 40 ms) can provide a consistent, singular discrimination criterium for

quarry blasts at regional distances, especially when one considers that the effects of blasting cap

finng time inaccuracies (see Appendix) are convolved with attenuation and local site effects.

More work is needed with explosions employing both large and small delay times in controlled

experimental settings to gain a better understanding of the interaction of propagation effects and

delay time variations at near-regional and regional distances.
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APPENDIX

CAP SCATTER AND SEISMIC SPECTRAL RESPONSE

The combination of attenuation mechanisms and firing-dime scatter can obscure the

spectral harmonics associated with ripple firing. Smith (1989) observed no spectral signature at

regional distances for small-delay (17 ms) overburden blasts. Spectral harmonics at regional

distances can also originate due to propagation effects, either at the source or die receiver

(Suteau-Henson and Bache, 1988; Hedlin et al, 1989). We want to isolate one element affecting

the spectral modulation, cap scatter effects. Cap scatter is here defined as a percentage of the

desired firing time and represents the deviation between desired and actual firing time. Firing

time deviation has the same effect as spatial finiteness of the explosive anray, namely, smearing of

the spectral modulation pattern. Modification of equation (8) to include a random variation in

delay times results in:

n n 22
A(f) = S(f) {( [ ai cos(2n(tj + ri) f)] 2 + [Eai sin(2n(ti + ri f)] 21 (Al)

where, ri = noise value for each delay time.

Scatter in the delay times is not a simple noise term added to the seismic data but is inherent to the

time series and corresponding amplitude spectra. Pattern recognition methods such as

homomorphic deconvolution cannot, therefore, "see" the regular scalloping pattern produced by

ripple-fired blasting if the delay time variations become too large.

To quantify the influence of cap scatter on the seismic spectra, we have calculated a unit

amplitude impulse series representing the desired firing sequence observed at station B for SVI3
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(32 ms delay). Geological structure in this case is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic with

travel times between individual charges and the seismic station added to the delay times with an

assumed compressional wave speed of 4.5 kims. The impulse response series and corresponding

amplitude spectra for SV13 is shown in the bottom trace of Figure Al. The spectra of the impulse

series for the exact times show the first peak at 31.25 Hz, corresponding to the inverse of the delay

times (32 ms) and higher harmonics occurring at multiples of the fundamental frequency.

Cap scatter is added to the desired firing times using normally distributed random values

with maximum variance levels of 1%, 2%, 4% and 6% of the desired firing times (Figure Al).

The increasing amount of cap scatter disturbs the scalloping pattern of the spectra. With 1% delay

time variations, the maximum possible deviation between desired and actual firing time is +0.32

ms for time step I and +5.44 ms for time step 17. Even at this low noise level, the regular

scalloping structure of the spectra is smeared for frequencies higher than 100 Hz. With 2%

maximum cap scatter, only the first peak at 2 .. 25 can be clearly correlated with the spectrum for

exact firing times. For noise levels of ",ýlo and 6%, the ripple str'licture is completely destroyed.

Troughs appear at frequencies where peaks are observed in the spectra for exact firing times. For

example, alarge spectral peak appears at the 1%, 2%, and 4% noise level at about 20 Hz. As these

results indicate, even a small value of 1% noise added to the firing times disturbs the spectral

modulation from the single-row production shots. Usually cap manufacturers do not give

detailed information about the scatter of cap firing times. Some studies have shown that average

cap scattervalues of 4% are fairly representative (Blair, 1988) and variances as high as 20% of the

desired firing times can be realized (Reamer et al, 1989).
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Table I. Comparison of Desired and Actual Firing Times for SVI6

Time Desired Firing Actual Firing Percent
Step Time (ins) Time (ms) Difference

0 0 0.0 0.0
I 18 17.73 1.5
2 36 35.84 0.4
3 54 54.02 0.0

4 72 71.87 0.2
5 90 89.98 0.0
6 117 116.93 0.0
7 135 134.85 0.1
8 162 162.30 0.2
9 180 180.45 0.2

10 207 207.55 0.3
11 225 225.73 0.3
12 252 252.86 0.3
13 270 270.91 0.3
14 297 297.79 0.3
15 315 315.58 0.2
16 342 342.78 0.2
17 360 360.62 0.2
18 387 387.90 0.2
19 405 406.40 0.3
20 432 432.90 0.2
21 450 451.20 0.3
22 477 476.91 0.0
23 495 495.08 0.0
24 522 517.50 0.9

25 540 536.05 0.7
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Three production shots, SVI3 and SVI5 and SVI6, were fired at neighboring parts of

the 15 m highwall of the quarry. Single shot SV14 (open circle) was located close to the 21st

borehole of the SVI6 array. There were 18,20 and 26 individual explosions for shots SVI3, SVI5

and SVI6, respectively. Seismic stations A-E as shown here were located on the quarry bench.

Station A corresponds to SVI3; stations B and C correspond to SVI5; station D corresponds to

SVI6; and station E corresponds to SV14.

Figure 2. The plan views for SVI5 and SVI6 are shown in the upper part of the figure. A constant

delay time of 20 ms was chosen for SVI5. Delay times for SVI6 alternated between 18 and 27

ms. Spacing and burden were 4 and 5 m, respectively for both SVI5 and SVI6 for total array

lengths of 76 and 94 m. Burden and spacing for the last five boreholes of the SVI6 shots are

irregular as the array turns a "comer" of the highwall. The crosscut view at the bottom of the

figure shows the typical hole loading, borehole inclination of 30 degrees to the vertical, borehole

length of 17.5 m, and diameter of 90 mm for the production shots and the single shot, SV14.

Figure 3. Measured three-component velocity seismograms are plotted at the top of the figure

for firing direction away from the station (Station B of SVI5 and station D of SVI6).

Seismograms from stations C (SVI5) and station A (SVI3) are plotted in the lower part of the

figure and represent the signal recorded from firing in a direction toward the seismic station. The

two perpendicular horizontal components are x and y, where x is parallel to the explosive array;

z is the vertical component. Seismograms are normalized to the maximum, given in mm/s at the

end of each trace. Curves plotted below the seismograms are the normalized cumulative seismic

trace energy. The straight dashed lines connect the first arrivals with the 98% energy level.

Figure 4. Vertical component velocity seismograms of shot SVI3 (right) and SVI5 (left) at

station A and B, respectively. The upper traces (a) consist of the linearly superposed single-shot

signal from shot SV14 with a time-delayed series of unit amplitudes. The middle traces (b) are

the recorded seismograms from the production shots. The lower traces (c) are the weighted

amplitude results. Weighting factors are estimated ,irectly from measured production shot

amplitudes at the cumulative delay times. The measured single-shot signal is shown as inset (d)

at the same time scale as the production shots.

Figure 5. Half space Green's functions from eight depths convolved with the single source time

function and linearly superposed with a total of 3 ms dowrnhole detonation time were calculated

for travel paths from SVI6 to station D. The distance increases from 80 to 126.7 m from &tc first

to the 26th hole. Every second time series is plotted here. The sections on the left and right are

the vertical and radial components, respectively with amplitudes plotted respective to the

maximum in mm/s (scale shown).
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PW i-re 6. Measured (a) and calculated (b) seismograms of the single shot, SVI4 at 80.6 m

dUýi:ince (station E). The radial and vertical seismograms on the left and right side, respectively,

are plotted to the same scale, given at left, and the maximum amplitudes are plotted above each

tra .. Hodograms in the radial/vertical plane are shown at the right of the figure.

Figur e 7. Velocity spectra of the measured (at station E) (thick lines) and calculated (thin lines)

singl" shot signal, SVI4. Spectral amplitudes in mm/s/Hz are shown. Both measured and

caIct lated signals are filtered with a low-pass, 2 pole Butterworth filter at 400 Hz.

Figure 8. Superpositioning results are shown for the vertical and radial component seismograms

from SVI6 at station D. The upper traces (a) are the superposed measured single shot (SMSS)

s;grals (SVI4). The middle traces (b) are the observed production shot seismograms. The lower

traces (c) are obtained by convolving the source time function with the Green's functions

calculated for each shot-receiver distance and linearly superposing the resulting seismograms
with alternating 18 and 27 ms delay times.

Figure 9. Superpositioning results are shown for the vertical component seismograms from

SVI5 at stations B and C. The upper traces (a) are the superposed measured single shot (SMSS)

signals (SVI4). The middle traces (b) are the observed production shot seismograms. The lower

traces (c) are obtained by convolving the source time function with the Green's functions

calculated for each shot-receiver distance and linearly superposing the resulting seismograms
with alternating 20 ms delay times.

Figure 10. The spectral amplitudes of the vertical component at station B for SVI5 (left) and

radial component at station D for SVI6 (right) are plotted in the middle of the figure for the

measured production shot seismograms. Spectra of the corresponding calculated, superposed

seismograms and the SMSS signals are given in the upper and lower traces, respectively, and are

shifted upwards by two decades for easier viewing.

Figure Al. The unit impulses on the lower right of the figure are superposed and delayed in time

by 32 ms including the delays for travel times for compressional waves (4.5 krn/s) in a whole
space. In the upper four traces, normally-distributed random numbers are added to the firing

times with maximum variance levels from 1% to 6% of the desired firing times. The

corresponding amplitude spectra are plotted in the left diagram on a log-log scale from 5 to

400 Hz. All amplitudes are normalized to the maximum.
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Be® ýla ®o
Los Alams Na~onal Labary
Los Alanrs, New Mexico 87545

April 10, 1992

Dear Recipient:

Enclosed is a report entitled "Physical models of spall zone ground motions and the

determination of spatial decay rates" by B.W. Stump and T.A. Weaver prepared for the

Source Region Program at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The report discusses results

from a preliminary study designed to document relationships between physical processes in

the spall zone around explosions and the radiated seismic waves. This is important for

developing realistic spall models that can be used to predict effects on far-field verification

signals. A simple physical model for* spall is proposed the includes free-field attenuation

(decay) of the wavefield coupled with free-surface interactions. The model suggests that

spall data should be plotted against free-surface range and interpreted in terms of two decay

rates. The decay of data at close ranges (out to about 100 m/kt1/3 ) is controlled by free-

surface effects while data beyond is dominated by the free-field interaction. It is illustrated

that decay rates (used in quantification of spall momentum) can be biased if an improper

physical model is used. The work contained in the report was funded by the Source

Region Program at the Los Alamos National Laboratory for the DOE Office of Arms

Control and Nonproliferation and DARPA, F19628-89-K-0025, as monitored by the

Phillips Laboratory. This report is being distributed to researchers at the DOE laboratories

and other government agencies and universities.
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ABSTRACT

Spall, the tensile failure of near-surface layers, which is observed above
contained explosions, has been identified as a possible secondary seismic
source contributing to teleseismic and regional- signals. The relative
importance of this secondary source can be constrained if the motion fie!d in
the spall zone is characterized. Spall zone motions from nuclear explosions
detonated above the water table at Pahute Mesa are analyzed to develop these
models. Acceleration, velocity, displacement, and dwell time measurements are
made from gauges placed directly above the explosion, most often at the free
surface. Decay of peak motions are strongly affected by the free surface with
little change in amplitude out to a free surface range of 100 m/kt1/3 followed
by rapid decay beyond. Free surface interactions are assessed with first-order
elastic spherical wave calculations that match observed peak velocity decays.
These results indicate that the spail zone motions may be strongly affected by
the scaled depth of burial of the explosion. Spall zone velocities, displacements
and dwell times are compared for consistency with a gravitational model. The
data is in agreement with the functional form of theoretical models although
observed displacements may be as much as a factor of two to four greater than
the model predicts for observed velocities and dwell times. These differences
may reflect the continuous nature of the spall process and/or the role of
material strength in these phenomena.
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